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University of Puget Sound Student Newspaper Established 1910
0

On-Campus
Crisis Plan is
adopted at UPS

•

Natural disasters
urge revisions of
safety plans

•

By Tara Horn

thorn@ups.edu

•

•

News Writer

ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/NICK KEIST

Grizz, the new UPS mascot, makes his debut at the halftime of the homecoming football game on Oct. 1. He was well
received by the crowd, which was one of the largest turnouts in UPS history.

ASUPS introduces "Grizz" as its new mascot

•

ASUPS combines
old and new
traditions to adopt
new spirit leader
By Brandon Lueken and Rachel Decker

blueken@ups.edu and
rdecker@ups.edu
News Writer and Editor in Chief

•

At halftime of the homecoming football g ame, ASUPS introduced `Grizz,'
the ne
w mascot for the University of
Puget Sound.
Posters of the grizzly bear in his traditional logger outfit are now circulating around campus, but the basic layout
is a grizzly bear with a red flannel shirt,
jeans and boots. This image connects

the former mascot of the school, the
Grizzlies of the 1900s, with the Logger,
which was instituted in 1910.
"It's really the perfect combination of
what our history is," Associate Dean for
Student Services W. Houston Dougharty said.
After Grizz was revealed, he did a
little dance with the cheerleaders and
then set out to meet the crowd. Those
who attended the game seemed to enjoy
Grizz's company.
"I think we got a really positive response," ASUPS Vice President Ryan
McAninch said.
For the past six years, the university
has been without a formal representative mascot at athletic games and other
gatherings, although a few enterprising
students created their own Logger mascot costume.
Last spring, in an effort to solve the
problem, a mascot was proposed and a
student poll was conducted. The masSEE
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cot in question was Paul Bunyan's ox,
Babe, in Logger gear. Students were
divided on the submission and the issue was unresolved.
"Nobody wanted to be called the
`Logger Babes,'" ASUPS President
Alex Israel said. "And this way
there's a much clearer connection
between the mascot and our logger.
With the mascot being babe the blue
ox, the analogy was so confusing: we
are the loggers, Paul Bunion was a
logger, he had an ox named Babe the
blue ox, thus, our mascot was Babe
the blue ox. That was too much of a
separation."
When current executives McAninch
and Israel took office, it was still on
some people's minds. Because the
issue was so pressing, the duo, along
with other ASUPS executives, went
forth with an idea they found in the
least likely of places.
While cleaning out the office this

Even before recent events in Louisiana, preparedness for natural disasters and other emergency situations has been an on-campus concern.
The post Hurricane Katrina disaster has highlighted this need for readiness and the University of Puget Sound has responded with a second
look at its disaster response plan.
Commencing prior to recent hurricanes, a
university crisis response planning group gathered to begin a comprehensive review of the
on-campus crisis and natural disaster response
plans.
Department specific plans were analyzed,
along with campus-wide strategies in the event
of on-campus crises or a natural disaster.
The On-Campus Crisis Plan has been left
fairly general, due to the number of incidents
it blankets. Such events include sudden deaths,
major fires, large-scale acts of violence or terrorist threats that are directed specifically at the
campus.
The natural disaster plan tries its best address
all scenarios.
The Natural Disaster Response Plan delegates
responsibilities to departments and administrators.
Initial response procedures in the event of
an earthquake are available online, along with
campus maps indicating where gathering areas
are, designated as locations to wait for further
instruction after a natural disaster has occurred.
"Everyone should be familiar with gathering
areas for their places of residence and work,
as well as other buildings that they frequent,"
Associate Vice President for Business Services
John Hickey said.
Hickey went on to stress that even if students
don't read the entire disaster response plan, they
should, if nothing else, familiarize themselves
with the emergency procedures in the event of
an earthquake.
These can be found online and in buildings
and residence halls on campus.
The crisis response planning group that assembled last summer will meet again Nov. 7 to
discuss planning and preparedness changes that
need to be made or the likelihood of testing out
current plans.
"The more we can expose people to it in various ways, the better off we'll be," Hickey said.
"The campus can rest assured that safety is a
number one priority."
SEE
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Mugs are not the only thing the Sustainability Task Force has to offer. Features
profiles its creators and their upcoming
plans next week.
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ASUPS introduces new election process
These new regulations come after the dramatic election
last
spring of ASUPS president and vice president, Alex
khogue@ups.edu
Israel and Ryan McAninch. ASUPS believes the new
News Writer
rules will make future elections run more smoothly.
"This election will hopefully be a fair election, which
UPS students will have the chance to affect student gov- will be a useful beginning to the Senators who are electernment this week during the Associated Students of the ed," Hoffman said.
The administration hopes to not repeat last year's woes
University of Puget Sound election of Senators.
There are several changes to the election process this with misspellings.
"I don't foresee this election as beyear that candidates and students should
ing as dramatic as last spring's," ASkeep in mind, however.
UPS Vice President Ryan McAninch
The first change is that candidates are
said.
allowed their own un-official voting
ASUPS also hope this election
booths around campus.
Candidates
will get interested students involved
Candidates may have publicity at
in student government, making it a
Senator at Large:
their booths, as they are not sponsored
more useful and dynamic entity on
Chelsea Howes
directly by ASUPS. But candidates
campus.
Sam Armocido
must supply everything needed for vot"ASUPS is viewed too much as
ing, however, such as laptops.
Jessie Rowe
simply a financial supporter on cam"Candidates could have had poll
pus," Baars said. "We hope that we
booths before, but the new guidelines
Freshman Senator:
will get Senators who want to make
will make it work more smoothly withTaylor Ash
changes on campus and are excited
out any discrepancies," Senator at Large
about the things they are doing. EnDavid Baars said.
Off Catnpus: iok,
thusiasm is the only way to make
Another change is that candidates can
Matt Bonniwell
ASUPS more of a supporter of stube added to the ballot until 8 p.m. the
Charlotte Hansen
dents' interests, rather than just finight before the elections.
nancial concerns."
Jay Clements
"This allows people who realize they
The open positions are Freshman
are not happy with the current candiSenator, two Senators at Large, Resdates, and want better leadership, to be
Residence Hall:
ident Hall Senator, Resident House
put on the ballot," Baars said.
Nikki Brokmeyer
Senator, Off-Campus Senator and
Students may be deterred from enterGreek Senator. ASUPS is very happy
ing the running late, due to the regulaUniversity Residence House:
with the candidates this year.
tion that a candidate cannot start adverJoe Adamack
"These are candidates who are all
tising until he or she is officially running
Chad Wilson
highly qualified and would be great
in the election.
Colin Neagle
additions to the ASUPS Senate,"
Some believe it would be difficult
McAninch said.
to run a successful campaign without
Elections will be conducted from
Greek:
proper advertising, but others believe it
Oct. 6 through Oct. 10.
Brian Ames
will not affect a candidate's success.
Students can vote through the AS"In a college setting, word of mouth
Mark Rosasco
UPS Web site and the winners will
is actually the most influential type of
be announced on the ASUPS Web
advertising," former member of the ASsite on Tuesday.
See asups.ups.edu for more
UPS election committee Matt Hoffman
information on the candi"Hopefully the winners will not
said.
dates
take things too seriously," Baars said.
Candidates now also have access to
"We just want them to have a good
unlimited advertising within their $50
time while making exciting changes
budget. They can choose to invest in
within the student government."
visual advertising or rely on word of
Kaitlyn Hogue has already had inmouth.
By Kaitlyn Hogue

ASUPS Senators

depth conversations with the candidates.

•

Top 10 news
events:
Bush chooses lawyer Harriet
Miers for Supreme Court.
Common prescription drug
might emerge as new method of
abortion.
Turkey begins membership
talk with European Union.
Landslides kill at least 29 in
Central America.
Former House majority leader
Tom DeLay indicted on money
laundering charges.
At least 60 students missing
amidst China storm.
"Chick flick" and "bikini
wax" amongst words added to
Merriam-Webster's Collegiate
Dictionary.
Martha Stewart releases plans
for a home improvement series.
Harvard's endowment hits 25
billion, making it the wealthiest
university in the world.
Brad Pitt and Jennifer Aniston officially divorce.
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Sociologist Michael Kimmel redefines masculinity
•

"He was a good speaker who was also accessible for
students who didn 't know the issues, " Bristow said.
Kimmel came to the University of Puget Sound to celebrate the new Gender Studies Program, which is simply a name change to the Women 's Studies Program.
Over the last several years, scholarship on gender
changed and we wanted a name that reflected that name
change," Bristow said.
Yet the change is more in name than curriculum, as
the material in the courses have already adapted. This
is a monumental change for a program that has been
around for three decades.
Bristow used the large turnout as feedback from the
students about the program.
We are excited about the positive response by the
campus community," Bristow said. "The large response
was a good indicator of our ability to meet the expanding needs of students. "
Kimmel started his lecture by looking at the ways
people view gender in the United States. He suggest ed that people are more likely to note the differences,
rather than similarities between the genders, referencing
the success of author John Gray 's, "Men are from Mars,
Women are from Venus " books.
Kimmel commented that Gray 's book further preivcd
his suggestion.
We know men and women are far more similar than
different, " Kimmel said.
He went on to note how women 's roles have changed
in the last 50 years. By presenting statistics that showed
how women have gained more negative views of men
from 1970 to 2000, Kimmel argued that women 's expectations of men have changed.
Kimmel broke this change in women and its effects
into four categories; the changes that made gender visible changed the labor force and created needs of balancing work and family.
"

Pi LI
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Michael Kimmel holds up a splashguard from a urinal that says "You have the power to stop rape in your
hands.
,,

• By Seth Doherty

sdoherty@ups.edu
News Writer
In honor of the new Gender Studies Program, the
Diversity Theme Year-sponsored sociologist Michael
Kimmel gave his lecture, "Men and Masculinities, " to a
packed house Sept. 27 in the Rotunda.
He spoke on the importance of the study of both genders and looked at masculinity from a feminist perspective.
Kimmel is a professor at State University of New York
at Stony Brook and is the author of many books including "Gendered Society".
Professor Nancy Bristow, Director of the Gender Studies program, commented on Kimmel 's ability to engage
students who were not familiar with gender studies.

"

Kimmel explained that the changes in the last 50 years
have changed men 's lives, yet the ideology of masculinity has not changed.
Privilege is invisible to those who have it, " Kimmel
said.
Kimmel explained that the problem of balancing work
and family could find a solution if the weight of the work
of the home and family were equal.
He supported with statistics that showed that the most
successful marriages are those that have work divided
evenly between the genders.
Gender equality may be the very thing to help us live
the life we say we want to live, " Kimmel said.
Kimmel ended his lecture by quoting the New York
City writer, Floyd Dell, who wrote in 1916, "Feminism
will make it possible for the first time for men to be
free. "
Seth Doherty hopes that by wearing pink, he will help break
down gender barriers and bring equalitiy to the world.
"

"

"

The Rotunda was filled with captivated students for
Kimmel 's lecture.

Ethnic
diversity
at
UPS
increases
with
class
of
2009
•
By Lan Nguyen
inguyen@ups.edu
News Co-Editor

With the addition of the Class of 2009
this year, UPS is making progress towards
becoming a more ethnically diverse campus.
This year, the number of minority students at UPS has increased 4.5 percent
from the previous school year to 17.9 percent.
The school saw an increase of 0.9 percent of Asians, 2.5 percent of AfricanAmericans and 0.9 percent of Hispanics.
The Native American and Native Hawaiian population decreased 0.1 percent.
Vice President of Enrollment George
Mills attributes the increase in minority
students to the Office of Admissions ' success last year in reaching out to a wide
variety of prospective students.
We ' ve had really good support with
our current students recruiting prospective students, " Mills said.
There has also been outreach from
other departments in recruiting minority
students.
"Our Faculty Diversity Committee has
been very helpful in calling prospective
students," Mills said.
Although the school did nothing in particular to go above and beyond in recruiting minority students for this year 's freshman class, it was still one of the school 's
major goals.
"One of our objectives is to make the
student body as diverse as possible, "
Mills said.
According to Mills, the work that the
school has done with individuals and the
greater attention to financial needs of prospective students have all been factors
that have contributed to UPS achieving
its goal of increasing student diversity.
But Mills points out that this year is not
a model for the following years to come.
"This year we ' ve been successful, "
Mills said. "Next year we may not be. "
A new position created within the Office of Admissions could continue to increase the school 's recruitment of minority students.
Last spring, the Office of Admissions
created the Student Coordinator for Multicultural Enrollment position for this
fall 's recruitment of the Class of 2010.
"

lir

The Office of Admissions hired senior
Twina Franldin to work with the Admission counseling staff to offer support and
leadership in the college 's diversity recruitment efforts.
The responsibilities of the Student Coordinator for Multicultural Enrollment
include coordinating phone campaigns
to prospective and admitted students of
color, speaking directly to the students of
color and helping them with the application cycle and brainstorming about diversity-increasing initiatives.
The goal of the Office of Admission
is to have all admission staff work on diversity issues; Twina 's position, however,
will help support us in adding creativity
and perspective to what we do, " Director
of Freshman Admission Melanie Reed
said.
The increase in the number of minorities on campus has also increased the activity of some diversity clubs on campus.
The student participation in the Black
Student Union (BSU) this year has more
than doubled since the previous school
year.
There 's been an increase in student
involvement, " sophomore BSU VicePresident Matt Sherls said. "Last year,
we had about four or five students. Now
we have about 15 that have committed to
coming. "
The BSU's members attribute most of
the increase in student involvement to the
increase in African-American students at
the school, but also acknowledge that the
group has been working hard since the
summer to bring BSU back as a stronger
group for this school year.
"It's coming back stronger, both in
unity between each other and on the campus," sophomore BSU Secretary Jessica
McPhee-Hayes said. "We ' re doing more
functions, but you can definitely feel the
difference within the club itself. "
McPhee-Hayes also said that she 's happy to see the increased number of African-Americans in the incoming class.
"My class of 2008 has a way different
markup than the class of 2009, " McPhee
said. "I feel better about it and I think it 's
great the university is making an active
change. "
Senior BSU member Jessica Murphy
said it's just more comforting to see more
African-Americans on campus.
"It's nice to walk around and see some"

The BSU hopes the Lunch Days will
help the club become more visible on
campus.
We see more than black faces at this
table. Our ultimate goal is to unite with
everyone on campus, " Murphy said.
Lan Nguyen thinks your sister's pretty. She
especially likes those black Mary-Jane shoes
she has.

one that images me. I think it makes peo ple more comfortable with who they are,
and feel more comfortable joining our
group," Murphy said.
As for the club 's activities, "Lunch
Days with BSU" from 12:30 to 2 p.m. on
Tuesdays and Thursdays in the SUB each
week has been a success this year, with
everyone from officers, to interested students, filling up their table.
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summer and looking for information on the infamous
UPS hatchet, they stumbled across a paragraph in a centennial publication of UPS that detailed the history of the
name "Loggers."
The paragraph explains that the Puget Sound athletic
teams were once known as the "Grizzlies," before adopting the new nickname, the Loggers.
"We both took a look at that and said 'jackpot, — Israel
said.
They then began the long approval process, suggesting
the idea to President Ron Thomas, the Dean of Students,
the Board of Alumni, the Admissions Office, the Logger
Board and others. Surprisingly, it met all qualifications.
First and foremost, it was not gender specific, which
seemed to be the most pressing issue with just simply
being "The Loggers."
"There is no feminine form of a logger," McAninch
said. "A Logger refers to both men and women, but at
the same time, many members of the campus community
felt alienated."

ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/ BRIAN MOORE

Jeremy Bauer plays with his Irish punk band, Amadan,
during Songfest on Sept. 30. Sonfest requires the residence halls to parody dorm life. Students enjoyed the humorous content of Songfest and the musical stylings of
Amadan.

Disaster
The disaster response plan addresses
natural disasters, especially earthquakes.
Some of the largest earthquakes felt in
Washington have taken place in the Cascade Mountain range, along the Washington-Oregon border and in the Puget Sound
region between Olympia and the Canadian
border. This is a result of the subduction of
the Juan de Fuca plate.
In 1949, an earthquake measuring 7.1
shook Olympia and its surrounding area. In
1965, an earthquake with a magnitude of
6.5 hit between Tacoma and Seattle.
Both were large enough to be recorded at
seismograph stations around the world.
As the Juan de Fuca plate continues to
shift, the likelihood of an earthquake increases.
According to professor Mike Valentine
of the Geology department, an earthquake
is a major concern.
Based on Seattle and Tacoma's placement on the Juan de Fuca fault line, there
are essentially two earthquake scenarios to
voice some concern about.
There is the possibility of a large surface
quake similar to the one that occurred last
year, which created the tsunami that devastated Indonesia.

The new mascot also combined both new and old
traditions, using the ideas from the centennial publication, yet still keeping the image of the Logger.
Finally, it was all agreed that Grizz would be a great
spirit leader for the school.
The approval of the mascot is no small feat, for never before has an ASUPS administration been able to
actually put the idea of a mascot into play.
"When we came into office, the idea was just that it
could not be done," Israel said.
ASUPS clarifies that this is not a change of the
school mascot; instead, this is the personification of
a mascot. In theory, the foundation for Grizz has been
around since the early 1900's.
"I do think that people need to understand where
Grizz comes from," McAninch said. "Griz has been
with us for quite some time — it's just an unveiling."
Promotion for the mascot seems to be doing well.
Most students seem to be receptive of the mascot,
citing Grizz as "neat" and "cute."People at the football
game were more receptive, giving Grizz high-fives,
taking pictures and encouraging interaction with their
children.
"It was shocking how fast he integrated," Israel
said. "Imagine the kind of spirit and excitement this
could create, not just among students but alumni as
well. If just by seeing Griz, people can feel Logger
spirit, what's it going to be like in 10 years?"
ASUPS hopes that Grizz will become more integrated into the University when it starts appearing at
more sporting, alumni and large events, such as Log
Jam and Homecoming.
Grizz is enlivened by a few students who will rotate through the costume, who wish to remain anonymous.
The ASUPS executives instruct people interested in
sending Grizz a message or inviting him to a function
to e-mail asupspresident@ups.edu or asupsvp@ups.
edu. They do hope to give Grizz an e-mail address
soon though.
The duo hopes that that Grizz will be an "icon"
people can rally around to pump up school spirit, but
also hope the campus community will concurrently
remember their true Logger roots, combining both old
and new traditions.
"We're always going to be 'the Loggers,"' McAninch said. "Now it's just Grizz THE Logger."
Brandon' Lueken and Rachel Decker are both terrified by
the striking resemblance between Grizz and Smokey the
Bear.

ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/GLORIATRESEDER

UPS alum, Jordon Hanssen, inspects the boat that
he and three other UPS alumni are rowing across the
Atlantic in next summer. The boat was on display for
Homecoming weekend outside of the SUB (above).
Sophomores Holly Coombs and Jen Fischer wait in line
to get food at the Logger Tailgate before the football
game (below).

ASUPS PHOT SERVICE /SAM ARMOCIDO
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continued from page 1
A surface earthquake of moderate intensity is even more likely.
The last tsunami-producing quake to
hit the Northwest is estimated to have occurred in 1700's.
The earthquake that occurred in 2001
accelerated the revisit and revision of the
on-campus disaster plan. It was an ideal
disaster in terms that people could feel its
effects, but was minimal.
The earthquakes that occurred in 1949
and 1965 were both deep earthquakes,
typical of the Seattle-Tacoma area.
These had some positive effects in the
sense that they encouraged the retrofitting
of buildings that had thrived poorly in the
earthquake.
"Brick buildings are the worst in earthquakes," Valentine said. "They don't have
any give to them, and as a result don't fair
well in an earthquake,"
Puget Sound's buildings have not suffered strucutal damage from past earthquakes but the majority of buildings on
campus have since been retrofitted to remain intact through an earthquake.
Tara Horn doesn't take any risks; she only
leaves her bomb shelter to go to class.
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Rumor this: the suicide is real
Whitney Mackman

wmackman@ups.edu
Opinions Editor
You know you just had a breakdown when, in the middle of Alumni
weekend, you go running down the
balloon-lined sidewalk, pummeling each one into the
Atgrass, yelling profanities at the maroon and white bubbles of joy proclaiming "thank you." When you reach
the SUB, you realize that bewildered alumni faces are
peering out the Rotunda windows watching your crazed
self attacking innocent decorations. Yes, that student
was me, and if you care to know, I almost threw my
arm out.
This was my second breakdown of the semester. Yeah,
91 know. Two breakdowns in a little over a month – this
is going to be a long year. I've just come to realize that
the glimmer of UPS is fading quickly.
I get mad at the administration more and more, yet
now, I don't do anything about it. I'm tired of it all. I'm
tired of paying for a school that only listens when it's
feasible for them to do so. Too bad it doesn't work the
isn't way around, because more than $30,000 a year
I' isn't really feasible for any of us.
This breakdown started when I had to ask fellow students about crazy rumors they've heard about UPS for
the Opinions "Open Forum." If I wasn't talking to a
senior, the first thing out of their mouth was, "There's a
rumor about some RA that died a few years ago."
This is when I reach out and grab that silly under* classman by the belt loops, twirl them around my head
and chuck them into the swampy grass, screaming,
"That is not a f***ing rumor," while the mud swallows
them whole. Then, I apologize and lend them a hand,
because, for once, this stupidity is not their fault.
For two years now I've tried to talk to the administration, and, as always, they apparently know better than
me. But by knowing better than me, they have made
w me feel like I don't matter — like any of what I went
through, what many of us went through, is nothing but
a tall-tale.
How dare they assign freshman to live in that dorm
;

room and not tell them about the suicide until they decided to move them (Yes, you heard it, people were
supposed to live there a meager five months after the
incident).
What audacity to not tell the freshman living in
Schiff the very next year, or any of the freshmen, for
that matter. Someone please tell me how "knowing better" means allowing people to find out by hearsay in
such a manner as, "Dude, I heard someone died in your
dorm."
When someone takes a situation that I was involved
in, a situation in which I lost a friend, and paraphrases
it into a rumor, it really makes me want to wreak some
serious havoc.
It's kind of like diminishing someone's missing limb
from a shark attack into a simple paper cut. I don't recall ICristina's death being something we all just brushed
off. In fact, I remember living in a numb void for a
good month after the suicide.
I remember this being true every day I walked out of
my dorm room and faced Kristina's door. I remember
Kristina's death as the thing that completely changed
my life, as the thing that helped me define who I am.
And, oddly enough, I still remember this event as being true. It's not fair to any of us that such an occurrence
is degraded into a filthy rumor.
I wish I wasn't so exhausted. I wish I could keep fighting these battles. It's scary to think that once my class
graduates, there will be no one around to dispel this
rumor and it's obvious we can't depend on our lovely
higher institution to do so.
Are we that ashamed of what happened that we can't
talk about it outside of resident life training? Are we so
ridiculous that we can't have a suicide panel every year
and discuss a common, prevalent issue?
This is a complete lack of respect for Kristina, for all
of us, and now the only thing I can do about it is pop
those wretched balloons.
Basically, this is my last effort. If you thought it was a
rumor, I'm telling you now that it is not. On the evening
of March 12, 2003, Kristina Yoas, Resident Assistant
for Schiff Hall, killed herself in her dorm room.
Life happens. Death happens. We need to deal with it
in a responsible manner or else everything we learned
and everything we loved is insulted.
• Whitney Mackman has no tolerance for bullshit.

LETTER
TO THE
EDITOR
Dear Editor,
Over the last few weeks the Office of Information Services (OIS) has exemplified gross negligence. There is no excuse for this malfeasance.
Please note this letter is not to be misconstrued as
an attack against the individual personnel of OIS,
but rather a criticism of OIS as a whole.
Addressing OIS directly, you have left the community without email. You have left the community uninformed. This is unacceptable. Your
attempts to convey information are insouciant, illogical, and completely irresponsible. Logically,
one can deduce that email will not provide an effective means to communicate with the university
community when the server is essentially useless.
We do not receive your emails. Your attempts are
therefore futile, useless, ludicrous, and negligent.
Once again this is unacceptable.
Email is our (Faculty, Students and Staff) means
to communicate with one another.
"The mission of OIS is to help faculty, students
and staff use information technology to achieve
their goals at the University of Puget Sound."
You have failed your mission.
As made apparent your behavior is unacceptable. If you cannot adequately handle your intrinsic
responsibilities I am sure someone else can.

Yours Sincerely,
A member of the Logger community

,Don't flip flop in the rain

Ashley Dowden
adowden@ups.edu
Opinions Writer
In the wake of the inevitable back–to–school cold
epidemic, I find it necessary
to comment on a few of the
paradoxical choices aiding
and abetting to the contraction of the unpleasant sniffly
sneezes observed on our
campus.
Whether your desire to
stay healthy exists for academic or social reasons is of
no concern to me, but I guarantee this applies to you or
someone you could catch a
cold from.
Now, to some of you first
years (I won't stoop so low
as to call you freshmen, apparently some people find
it degrading), rain may be a
new concept.
You Californians and Hawaiians waltzing in here with
your perma–tans, completely
oblivious to the health hazards awaiting you, might
want to lend me your ear so I
can sing you a song.
At The rest of you who have
w experienced
Washington
weather, take a step back

and ponder your past choices
before the rainy months roll
into town.
While I have never claimed
to be any sort of environmental wizard or weather guru,
I'm 99.6 percent positive
that when the morning dew
and various other forms of
earthly moisture evaporate in
to the air, the water vapor in
the air gets cold and changes back into liquid forming
clouds.
These clouds then act as
full bladders, and when they
just can't hold it anymore,
relieve themselves through
precipitation. This evacuated
liquid, with the help of gravity, then falls to the ground.
Correct me if I'm wrong,
but you normally find yourself somewhere between the
ground and the sky.
As a native of Northwest
Washington, the lullabies of
pitter-pattering on my roof
have sung me to sleep at
night for the past 20 years.
One might go so far as to
say that I am deeply intimate
with the institution of rain.
While I applaud those of
you who ventured all the
way over to REI (mecca for
Pacific Northwest outdoorsy
types) at the beginning of
your UPS days and purchased a GORE–TEX jacket
(and perhaps matching pants
that are sitting in a box under
your bed with that baby blanket you're too ashamed to put
out lest your roommate see),
I don't understand why you
spent the money if you're
CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

just going to walk around
exposed anyway. I speak of
none other than the ridiculous pairing of flip flops with
rain gear.
So many days of the year,
I watch my fellow students
rush into class looking like
Mary Kate Olsen trying to
make up for the fact that she's
emaciated, draped in superfluous layers of sweatshirts,
fleeces and GORE–TEX.
They sit down, hood still up
over their beanie, shivering
in their seat and complaining
to their buddies, "S**t dudes,
it's so damn wet out there!"
My eyes are immediately
drawn to their feet, purple
and waterlogged. If it is cold
enough to necessitate layers
of clothing, then your body
is going to have turned on its
boilers and be pumping heat
to your organs (I hear those
are vital) and denying such
decadence to your toes and
fingers.
So why then would you essentially walk around barefoot, exposing your feet to
the cruel follies of Mother
Nature?
I hear someone out there
whining, "I wear flip-flops
because they dry faster after getting wet than other
shoes!"
I don't want to hear it. You
still sit in class with freezing feet until they hit that
itchy point when they start
to warm up just in time for
you to trek back to McIntyre
from Wyatt.

WELCOME
New & Returning

Ups
Students & Staff!
SALON & DAY SPA

Jades Salon is a full service salon & spa
specializing in cuts and colors, full service
waxing, skin care and massage.
*By Appointment Only
* Student/ Staff Haircuts
— Referral program, For every 3 clients referred
receive a complimentary Service.
* Special Occasion Hair
* Corrective Color
If you have any questions or to book an
appointment please call:
Jades Salon & Day Spa
4402 N 34th St Tacoma, WA 98407
253-761-5332
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`W' does it again
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Chris Van Vechten

cvanvechten@ups.edu
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The big criticism thus far about
Tv &W& UP au THE
Harriet Miers, Bush's new Supreme
Court nominee, is that she's coinCA uS E O I Espyluxid-ing from out of right field. And by
To vIrEB4A4 IL.
"right field" I don't just mean that
PONY WoRRY Vf35..
she's pretty much unknown, inexperienced and thus
logically an unqualified SC nominee; by "right field" I
also mean that she's a right-wing abortion-banning bureaucrat.
Nonetheless, the court will soon be short its token female judge. Then again, even if by some miracle Miers
isn't confirmed, will it really make a difference? After
all, none of Bush's friends were on the bench when the
SC handed him the election in 2000. No, all those justices were his daddy's x-boss Ronald Reagan's friends,
not his.
So my recommendation is to boycott this entire affair;
don't pay it the slightest attention. Don't legitimate,
authenticate nor dignify this decision with any serious
interest because the message of this administration has
once again been made painfully clear through this nomi , ,,
tAAI Y4 ti pa
nation. Roughly translated, that message is "you are
merely one of 300 million Americans whose vote does
not count."
Friends, I'm going to be honest with you, I'm beginning to believe that it's too late for us to save this counSTEWART JENKINS
try. We are rapidly descending back into the opening
chapters of our history books, and unless the blue states
are forcibly annexed by Canada, we can only expect
court rulings that will further promote America's ever
growing social divide.
own convenience. This most likely unnecessary conConsider this. When the largest city in a state that
versation accomplished nothing but infuriate the maEmily
Knudsen
gave Bush nine electoral votes in 2000, and nine again
jority of the class and the professor, who having just
in 2004, was under threat from a hurricane the size of
eknudsen@ups.edu
been metaphorically flipped off, was left to conclude
the state of Ohio, our federal authorities fatally stalled
that what he was saying wasn't considered worth listenOpinions
Writer
mounting a rescue effort while the President continued
ing to.
playing cowboy at that fake farm of his. Last week,
Unless you have an emergency, there is no excuse to
however, when brush fires threatened to incinerate Malanswer
your phone in class. There is an appropriate
We
were
well
into
the
meeting
ibu California, a relatively tiny suburb in a state that
time
and
a place for everything.
when
he
walked
in,
half
an
hour
twice cast 55 electoral votes against him, more than
Other
inappropriate
times and places to talk on your
late,
aimlessly
talking
on
his
cell
phone.
As
he
pulled
3000 state and federal firefighters arrived to combat the
phone
include
while
ordering
food or waiting to be rung
up
a
chair
next
to
mine
we
all
passed
similar
glances
of
blaze within less than 24 hours.
up
at
a
store.
disbelief
and
annoyance.
The unusually swift and efficient evacuation of resiThere is a sign at Diversions Café asking customers
Yet he remained unfazed, either ignorant to the fact
dents by emergency crews has been credited to the socalled "Katrina factor," meaning that in post-Hurricane that we were all waiting for him to wrap up his conver- not to be on their phones while ordering.
Believe it or not, there is a legitimate reason for this.
Katrina America, people are taking natural disasters sation, or perhaps he couldn't have cared less.
Nonetheless, he carried on with his conversation as Speaking with two people at once confuses everyone,
more seriously than they had before.
But while the other so-called "newspapers,"may ap- we attempted to continue discussing business until he and makes the employee's job that much harder; thus, 4k
plaud our "newer-safer-America," this Trail writer was eventually asked to leave. Unbelievable. How can everyone else in line is going to have to wait that much
would like to publicly go on record for denouncing such someone not realize that is rude, selfish, disruptive and, longer for your sorry ass to get it together.
Barista Kayla Blincow, from a different café, wanted
blindingly naive assessments for what they truly are: not to mention, annoying as hell?
Sadly, this is not an isolated example of such disre- to respond to a particularly uncooperative customer
bullshit.
The cold fact is that the people in the 9th Ward were spect. For instance, we have all experienced the cell with, "No, I can't make your triple-shot, nonfat, sugpretty much expendable to the President. They were phone ring in class. While it is completely understand- ar-free vanilla, soy f***ing latte with whip cream in
poor, black and overwhelmingly democrat (assuming able that you may have forgotten to turn it off once or between conversations with your best friend's ex-girlfriend that you're trying to hook up with." This should
they were allowed to vote at all). The people in Malibu, twice, if it rings daily, something is wrong.
however, are mostly WASPs with unusually strong symMaybe you have a learning disability, but my expe- be the customary reaction to a customer not paying
pathies toward the Republican Party. More importantly, rience has taught me to always double check to make enough attention.
the people in Malibu are rich, which in this administra- sure the phone is off. It disrupts the class that we are
The other day I wanted to get some errands done
tion makes them worth saving. It's the same logic that all paying for. Usually it also, justifiably so, pisses off before class began. At the store, I carefully chose my
leads us to "liberate" oil rich nations like Iraq, while the professor.
check-out line based on how many people and how
allowing famine and genocide to plague Sudan.
I have also been privileged to witness someone actu- many items.
Yes, if nothing else, I can admire my president for his ally answer his cell phone while the professor was givAs I found out, I also should have taken cell phones •
loyalty to his constituents, "his base," as he likes to call ing a lecture. No, he did not say, "Dammit, I'm in class. into account. The woman in front of me was so disthem. I can admire his faith in their competency to sit on I'll call you back."
tracted by her conversation that she could hardly functhe highest court in the land, despite never even having
He spoke with whomever was on the other end for at tion and had incredible difficulty swiping her card and
held jurisdiction over a traffic court. How wonderful least a couple minutes and ended his little chat at his punching in her pin number. I barely made it to class.
this "newer-safer-America" is. If only it truly existed.
CONT. ON PAGE 7
Chris VanVechten is all over his mug shot.
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Free flashlights for
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And when you get to Wyatt, accompanying your purple–red hued feet are pants
that because they're too long
for you have been dragged
through puddle after puddle
and are soaking wet as well.
I have already stated I am no
Bill Nye, but there are some
nonfreezing cold injuries you
flip flop donning fiends might
want to be aware of.
According to the Canadian Centre for Occupational Health and Safety (face
it, Canada is cooler — pun

Webmail

definitely intended), "Immersion foot occurs in individuals
whose feet have been wet, but
not freezing cold, for days or
weeks.
It can occur at temperatures
up to 10°C (50°F)...In severe
cases, gangrene may develop."
Yes, gangrene. As in, "Sorry
David Beckham, we have to
cut off your foot," gangrene.
Alongside immersion foot
exists "wet cold disease," commonly known as trenchfoot,
which just sounds nasty, not to
mention socially deprecating.

Men's
hockey

•

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5
If not for yourself, do it for
your significant other. Nobody
wants to have to say, "My boyfriend/girlfriend has trenchfoot."
If you are without companionship, do it for your mom,
who I assume hoped she raised
you better than to gallivant
about without proper footwear.
And no, wearing socks with
your Crocs does not count.
Crocs have freaking holes in
them.

•

Above all, Ashley Dowden's foot
fetish is about the health and
safety of her fellow Loggers.

Taste of •
Puget Sound
not open to
students
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Disrobing underwear creations

OPEN-ENDED
FORUM

Russell Howe

Several days later I was able to track down an actual
Victoria's Secret employee and get some straight anOpinions Writer
swers.
The Department of Homeland Security has prevented
Since the beginning of time, when me from revealing exactly what was said (I think we can
humans lived with dinosaurs and all imagine the potential ramifications if Bin Laden had
Michael Jackson was black, humans access to a comfortable and supportive bra) but I can tell
have constantly been thinking up ways you that the words "new technology' and "developed
by NASA" were bandied about, as well as, "No, I don't
to make their lives easier.
The drive to invent, which started with the simple crea- know the home phone-number for the girl in black lace."
tion of the wheel, has steamrolled its way through history (It was worth a try.)
This informant then began ranting on about how the
to produce objects of incalculable value to society like the
"demi" is completely different from the "full-coverage"
dishwasher, the eight-track, beef jerky and hippies.
Now, I have the solemn duty of reporting that another bra, and that — sadly the rest of what she said must formilestone has been reached in human history. A new prod- ever remain a mystery, because at this precise point in
time I stopped trying to understand what I
uct has entered the marketplace which will
perceived was meaningless babble.
unquestionably have a significant impact
After such exhaustive research I can asof some sort; I of course refer to Victoria's
"In the
suredly state that there is no doubt in my
Secret's amazing innovation, the Ipex bra.
that the Ipex is truly a miracle unriI myself had only recently heard of this
coming years, mind
valed in human history, or at least has a remasterpiece of undergarment perfection
I predict a
ally good advertising campaign.
when I saw a commercial for it the other
I am confidentiothat in the nea . future
night while watching a rerun of Alf (they
renaissance in hoards
of freshman girls will be seen walkdon't make them like that anymore) and
ing
around
campus wearing this bra and litunderwear
was completely blown away. According to
tle else in a desperate cry for attention.
the commercial, this bra is not just another
creation."
However, I hope that this is just the beginbrassiere; it is the most advanced bra ever
ning of an underground revolution in all uncreated!
derwear design, not just bras. Why should
Alf forgotten, I sat there, slack-jawed,
stunned by what I had just seen, questions franticly run- this breakthrough in unmentionables only be applied to
ning through my head like mice fleeing from a wheat women? Men have desperately needed better underwear
for centuries. "Tighty-Whiteys" are just an updated verthresher.
Was this country deficient in bra technology until now? sion of taking a bear pelt and wrapping it between your
Are there really underwear scientists hard at work some- legs, boxers are just thin shorts!
In the coming years, I predict a renaissance in underwhere, racing the Commies to produce the fabled ultimate
wear
creation — now that underwear scientists have fibra? More importantly, would I have any chance with the
nally been proven to be real and not a myth like lepregirl in the black lace?
Determined to answer at least one of these questions, I chauns or South Dakota, they can work in the open with
ran to my computer and engaged in an intensive intemet the full support of the public and produce as many wonsearch, using the latest algorithms and most powerful tools drous creations as possible.
Ever wanted to call a cab when you were only wearing
available to uncover even the slightest piece of informapanties? I'm sure that soon you'll be able to. Ever been
tion dealing with my queries. (I googled Ipex+bra.)
All I found was a Victoria's Secret's promotional site sitting around and wished your boxers had a built in botwhich covered the basics. It showed a rotating 3-D model tle-opener? Hope is on the way. Today the Ipex might
of the Ipex bra with descriptions of its various features, just be added padding, but tomorrow it could be anything
which included dense technical jargon like "micro-thin like a universal remote control.
Russell Howe is not only fascinated with women's lingerie,
fabric" and "maximum nipple coverage".
In the background were half-naked, barely legal, sen- he often wears it around his house in the early morning hours.
sual, undulating girls, who I assume were there for scientific reasons.

rhowe@ups.edu

Cell phones- CONT. FROM PAGE 6
4
And yes, I am going to blame it on her incapability to
multitask. For the good of all mankind, or at the very
least, to keep yourself safe from any potential physical
harm, please be courteous.
It takes only seconds to silence your phone or to tell
someone you will call them back.
If you are supposed to be having a conversation with
someone in person, give them your attention. It is the
least you can do after arriving 30 minutes late.

WHAT WOULD YOU
LIKE TO DO TO
OIS?

Katie Azarow, junior
"I want to take my computer and throw it at their
heads until they fall over
and replacements have to
be installed."
Rachel Decker, senior
"I'd pull an Office Space
and beat the s**t out of
their equipment. "
Chris Van Vecthten, junior
wanna set my lazer
printer to "stun" and reak
havoc."
Liz Jones, sophomore
"Every time I think about
it, I get so mad! I'm pretty
sure I would go to jail if I
took any action towards
them."

The Trail has returned online
Check out asups ups edu/trail

Emily Knudsen warns you to hang up your phone around
her or she'll hang it up for you.

Editorial Policy: Columns do not necessarily
represent the opinions of The Trail. The Trail
encourages all readers to respond to all articles or
important issues by writing a letter to the Editor.
Columns and letters in the Opinions section are
printed at the discretion of the Editorial Board.
The Trail reserves the right to refuse any letter
that is submitted for publication. Letters must be
signed with a full name and contact information
and are due no later than 5 p.m. on Mondays.
Letters may be mailed to trailops@ups.edu or
delivered through the mail to CMB 1095.

TACOMA'S FINEST
NORTH SIDE SOUTH SIDE
3912 6th AVE.

704 SO. 38th ST.

(6th & PROCTOR)

(LINCOLN DIST.)

253-756-8041

253-474-7738

TWO SHOPS • ONE GOAL • BECOME ART
MON. THRU SAT. 12 TO 9PM • WALK-INS WELCOME
Attendance
at football
games

Cars
honking at
bikes

O.A.R.
Northwest

Inadequate
bike
parking
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Deep Amazon holds its cultural identity
By Keith Gordon
krgordon@ups.edu
Campus Bubble Columnist
We boarded our boats near the
Meeting of the Waters, where the brown water of the
Solimoes River meets the black water of the Rio Negro
to form the Amazon proper. Meet, but don't mix. The
two colors form a visible line in the water, like a layer
cake of chocolate and mocha.
The Rio Negro flows down from the Columbian highlands and floods the dense forest, where the warm water
steeps the dead leaves and roots to create its distinctive
tea-like appearance. We steamed headlong up the black
river, moving deeper and deeper into the jungle.
We were all apprehensive about navigating this river
in motorized canoes. After all, each of us had a vivid
impression of the Amazon; images of jaguars and thirty
foot snakes, thousands of poisonous creepers and crawlers, skittering spiders the size of -fists, swarms of flesh
eating ants; a quick death looming, threatened by even
the river itself.
In twilight we cruised along the flat water, our little
boat piloted by a small Tuka native in a Miami Dolphins
t-shirt, expecting any number of adventures to unfold.
After all, our guides were taking us to join in their hunt
for caimans, the river alligators, which they planned to
catch with bare hands.
That night, once the reds and pinks of dusk faded, a
sickly orange glow defied the expected dark and stained
the filmy clouds. Manaus, a city of two million, burned
brightly beyond the hills, a bustling city stamped down
in the middle of the Amazon.

Its permaglow ruined the mystique of the river and
jungle; it was an intruder, misplaced, a man laughing in
church.
Then the spot lights came on, searching the shore for
the caimans. There were shouts coming from the other
boat. The smoke from the engines became an ethereal
blue with each flash of a digital camera. Each bright pop
ripped through the night, revealing wide-eyed faces and
a young caiman gripped tightly around the neck. We had
our first catch. In that moment, I had the sense that we
didn't belong in this place, that it was all just a show. But
I aimed my camera with everyone else.
The canoes were motoring back to our riverboat when
we passed several small houses anchored in the middle
of the water. These wooden shacks looked like throwbacks to primordial times, drifting peacefully and reverently on the ancient river.
But as we passed, we could see the TV flickering
through a small window, powered by a roaring generator. They were watching an American sitcom. I can only
guess it was dubbed into Tuka, or at least Portuguese.
Suddenly, the jungle seemed less impressive. The images of the wild Amazon regretfully .receded, replaced by
craft stores selling the same generic junk and the drone
of televisions drowning out the crickets.
As I laid in my hammock that night, the cool breeze
moved through the mesh. Here I am, I told myself, floating down a capillary in the lungs of the world. The last
frontier had been breeched, and I was proof.
The Amazon represents the last great wilderness, one
of the last tangible borders of human influence. Yet in
the midst of it, I didn't feel as far away from home as I
thought I should. Swaying in my hammock, I could feel
the world shrinking. Had the call of the wild really been
silenced by the clicking of tourists' cameras?
Catching crocodiles for American dollars, the glow
over the jungle, Tukas in NFL shirts- I cringed at the
thought that this is what the Amazon had become.

As these thoughts moved through my pen, the boat
moved into darkness. The orange glow waned downstream, the night reclaimed its quiet black and the
laughing man was silenced. New sounds came from the
shores, distant shrieks and whistles.
You lose your perspective at times like this; you don't
know if you're moving or standing still. You're in a state
of limbo, a place of complete mystery. It was in that
place, for one fleeting moment, I had a sense of the wild
Amazon. All the unknown creatures stirring amongst the
ferns and nightflowers prowled in my imagination. No
televisions played here; no lights battled the night. The
Rio Negro had led us away from the people of Manaus,
led us away from civilization.
I asked our guide how much further up-river we would
be going. "Not far," he said. We were approaching the
invisible line that no white man could cross. The Brazilian government, in an impressive display, had partitioned off a massive section of the Rio Negro, leaving it
entirely to the various native tribes, the near cousins of
the Incas who had lived there for millennia. According to
rumor, there were still some tribes who had never been
contacted by the outside world. For the nearly 200,000
protected natives, the only white people they had ever
seen was the occasional anthropologist. They have been
spared from the invasion of snapshots and "cultural experiences" of the ecotourists.
I soon realized that the last frontier hadn't been completely breeched; it had only been pushed back, besieged
on all sides, tenuously protected. The wild still does exist beyond the little niches carved out by tourist ministers and foreign currency, far from any path trodden by
tour guides. Despite the steady advance of global commerce, there remain places untouched by the curiosity of
adventure-hungry Westerners, places that you and I will
never see. Maybe that's the way it should be.
'Keith Gordon is having an amazing semester abroad. Look
for his future columns describing his experiences.

•
•

Read up on greek terminology and freshman rush
By Stephanie Syrett
ssyrett@ups.edu
Campus Bubble Columnist
The screaming and hollering attracted several people to the stairwell of my
dorm, where we had a clear view of Todd
Field.
We watched in silence out the window
as one guy took a running leap into a
group of men in costume (one of whom
was clad in only his underwear.)
More people joined us as the spectacle
continued, and we all shared one thought:
"What the hell?"
I later learned that what we saw was a
fraternity tradition called "Crossover."
With Greek Life, there are a lot of unfamiliar words being slung around. Unfamiliar, at least, to the freshman who are
still having problems figuring out what all
those acronyms mean.
So here is a quick guide for all of those
out there who have no clue what it means
to "Go Greek."
House: This is a term used to refer to
the fraternity or sorority chapter, like Beta
Theta Pi or Alpha Phi.
Rush: This is the recruitment process
for both fraternities and sororities. During
rush, prospective members are split into
groups and led around the houses by an
"anonymous" Greek leader.
This means that you do not know which
house your leader belongs to. From there,
it is a large process of meet and greet.
"You pretty much get to talk with the
junior
unior Rectment
rui
Chair of Beta
Theta Pi, Billy Smith said. "It's vital that
you make a good impression."

It is a chance to interact with the people in each house to see where you fit
best. Each group participates in an event
hosted by each house, which ranges from
'casino night to bowling.
Preference: This happens during the
last stages of formal recruitment, or rush.
The prospective Greek members list the
houses they would like to join, starting
with their first choice. For the sororities,
it is a formal affair.
"Everyone dresses up and learns the
traditions more intimately," senior Vice
President of Recruitment for Alpha Phi
Kelly Markin said.
Bid: This occurs the night after preference. All potential members are given a
bid card that says which sorority or fraternity has accepted them.
"The rushees rank the houses and the
houses extend their offers," Smith said.
The students sign the bid and officially
become a pledge of that fraternity or sorority.
Crossover: This is a fraternity tradition
where the new members are warmly welcomed into their house with open arms,
literally.
It occurs on the day of bid acceptance,
and the guys jump into the crowd of members from their house, many of whom
are wearing costumes. When asked why,
Smith wasn't really sure.
"It's just a lot of fun," Smith said.
Dirty Rushing: This is the term used
when a fraternity or sorority makes promises of acceptance to freshmen before the
process beings. It is strongly looked down
upon and is not allowed at UPS.
Hazing: Most everyone knows what this
is, and both Smith and Markin were quick
to point out it is against the schools policy

THE UL
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Greek Row provides housing for sorority and fraternity members.
and there is NONE at Puget Sound.
After being accepted into
i
a house, the
traditions differ between the guys and the
gals.
The men go on brotherhood retreats,
and the women go through an initiation
process that is different for each sorority.
The pledges generally move into the
house their sophomore year, and become
brothers or sisters.
"When joining a house, you are becoming more involved and taking pride in the
history and traditions of the house, past
and present," Smith said.
Both Markin and Smith offer this ad-

vice: rush for the experience even if you
don't plan to join, because you can still
have a great time.
"I'd strongly recommend freshmen to
sample it, and come into rush with an
open mind. It's just a fantastic experience," Smith said.
So cut out this article, keep it handy,
and you'll know about everything that is
going on when rush starts for freshmen in
January.
Stephanie Syrett says she will be rushing in
January. Be cool like her and
give it a shot, too.

hat do you think of Grizz t

0 POLL
"It's gigantic
and fuzzy."

PHOTO COURTESY OF ERIC ENGLUND

"It reminds
me of a
salty dog named
Grizz that I met
in Hawaii."

"It's sad we
had to change
school history
because a logger
is 'sexist.'"

Bear?
"It should be
a beaver. They
actually cut
down trees."

Brooklyn Lewis

Billy Smith

Josh Goffin

Whitney Mackman

sophomore

junior

senior

senior

•
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Volvo* al Piglet Sound
Speakft Series

UPS
MONDAY OCT. 10

FRIDAY OCT. 7

4

Kittredge Gallery Exhibit: unnatural HISTORY
11:30 a.m. Perspectives on Mobility
12:05 p.m. Organ Recital, Chapter
7:30 p.m. Town Crier Speaks Festival
8 p.m. Massive Monkees
9 p.m. Sushi Night
Last day to drop out with a 25% tuition
adjustment

SATURDAY OCT. 8
Casino Night 2005 in Wheelock Student Center
at 8 p.m.
Kittredge Gallery Exhibit: unnatural HISTORY
9 a.m. SJRP Workshop Series - Puget Creek
9 a.m. Social Justice Residence Program
Workshop
3 p.m. Jacobsen Jr! A Children's Concert: Poetry of
the Piano
3 p.m. Saturday Shuttle
3:30 p.m. Men's Football vs. PLU at Pacific
Lutheran. Drive down the highway 15 minutes
to support your fellow Loggers.
7:30 p.m. Town Crier Speaks Festival

Kittredge Gallery Exhibit: unnatural HISTORY
The new week
Noon Faculty and Student Affairs Lunch Seminar
5 p.m. International Club meeeting
7 p.m. VOX Club meeting
7 p.m. Swing Out

TUESDAY OCT.

ii

Kittredge Gallery Exhibit: unnatural HISTORY in
the art building
Noon Don Quixote - ASUPS Film and Theatre
Society

WEDNESDAY OCT.

12

Kittredge Gallery Exhibit: unnatural HISTORY
o
e
Yom Kippur
4:30 p.m. Guest Lecture: Dr. Qi Xiaochun on the
tradition and modernity of calligraphy
4 p.m. Kittredge Gallery Discussion: unNatural
History
7 p.m. Wednesday Night Chapel
4

Noon Busy Life, Quiet Center. Relax in WSC 202
7:30 p.m. Swope Endowed Lecture on Ethics,
Religion, Faith and Values: Why Does America
Need War Now? Given by Christopher Hedges
8 p.m. Pool Kayaking Session

SATURDAY OCT. 8
Banned Books Week; Celebrate
the first amendment and oppose
censorship. For more info visit
http://www.ala.org/ala/oifibannedbooksweek/bannedbooksweek
SUNDAY OCT. 9
Leo Kottke featuring opener
Mike Gordon at 7 p.m. in the
Moore Theatre
Burn: A night with an unpredictable agenda at the Capital Hill
Arts Center
MONDAY OCT. 10
Oct. 3 - 15 Hispanic Heritage

Month and Latino Art Exhibit at Bellevue City Hall; 11511 Main St.

TUESDAY OCT. 11
CSUS Symphony Orchestra will
play folk songs of 19th century
Central Europe at 8 p.m. at the
Music Recital Hall
Anne Murray at the Paramount
Theatre at 7:30 p.m.
WEDNESDAY OCT. 12
BASSKAMP at the Capitol Hill
Arts Center; 21st Century music
highlighting Seattle's underground
community of electronic and experimental musicians
The Killers at 7:30 p.m. in the
Key Arena. Tickets avaiable at all
Ticketmaster locations.
THURSDAY OCT. 13
6 p.m. and 9 p.m. Drew Carey in
the Paramount Theatre
Beginning of Seattle Gay and
Lesbian Film Festival
7:30 and 9:30 p.m. Average
White Band at Dimitriou's Alley.

Thursday, Oct. 136
7:30 P.M.
Sansaback aunt Hal

kes and spa lo the public
Reo•tion enl book
SOW at Pints Mum

In *el Nal Mote
the lefts.

181. Interpreted
Speasond by Swaps hawed Lectwestdp
Mks, Religion, Fab, ad Vats.

TACOMA

SEATTLE
FRIDAY OCT. 7
7 p.m. at Neumo's: a reading and
party with Zadie Smith, author of
"White Teeth", "The Autograph
Man" and "On Beauty" with special guests Amos Latteier and The
Dead Science. Free.
107.7 The End's Young and The
Restless presents Pris and The
Senate Arcade at EMP

WHYS AMERICA NEED
WAR NOW?

Kittredge Gallery Exhibit: unnatural HISTORY
Noon Logger Lunch
6 p.m. BGLAD
8 p.m. Weekly UPSTART Meeting
9 p.m. ASUPS Real Life

THURSDAY OCT. 13
SUNDAY OCT. 9

CHRISTOPHER
HEDGES

FRIDAY OCT. 7
Tacoma Fall RV Show Oct. 7-9 held in the Tacoma Dome Arena
Lincoln High School Football (5-0) vs. #3 team in the state, Cascadia @ Lincoln Bowl at 7 p.m.
8:30 p.m. Kansas at the Emerald Queen Casino
SATURDAY OCT. 8
Fife Harvest Festival at Columbia Jr. Highschool
SUNDAY OCT. 9
Scandinavian Heritage Festival Oct. 7-9 at the Puyallup Fair
Grounds
MONDAY OCT. 10
Tour the downtown area on your favorite bike to see the bustling
city in action.
TUESDAY OCT. 11
Visit Neil Sethner at the Point Defiance Aquarium. He'll give
you a private and quite informative tour about the different sea
creatures that reside there.
WEDNESDAY OCT. 12
Rock Climb at Edgeworks climbing wall
THURSDAY OCT. 13
Campaign Kickoff-Cofchin for Congress at the Tacoma Dome

STAFF PICKS OF THE WEEK
"Design Club is having a workday
at noon. Come make some
snazzy stuff."
—Sarah Koik, Features Editor

"Martin Sexton at Jazzbones
Oct. 8 at 8 p.m."
—Whitney Mackman, Opinions Editor

"The Killers perform at the Key
Arena Oct. 12
at 7:30p.m."
—Senior-Staff
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Every fall for the

past three years, five to
six one-act plays are performed

as part of the Town Crier Speaks Festival.
The unique element to each of the plays is that they are
all written, produced, directed, performed and teched by students.
Student Theater Productions is in charge
of the program. They start in the summer
by requesting plays, working with playwrights to revise the scripts and finally
choosing plays for production before the
school year begins.
"There are several comedies and a few
dramas, as well as a couple more unique
or experimental pieces," Artistic Producer Elizabeth Edwards said. "I'm excited
about the range, as well as the new directions students are taking with their theatre."
Junior Charles Mendelson is the Stage
Manager and Assistant Director for "Voices." He has worked with theater before.
"I like theater in general," Mendelson
said. "They needed a stage manager so
I signed up. Now I work with amazing
technicians."
Rehearsals are three to four times a
week in order to get all of the plays together and running smoothly. Students do
not have to be a part of the theater program or even be versed in how to wnte a
play. All they need is interest, with other
students available to help them.

"TCSF is a great way for students to
get involved at all levels of the theatermaking process," Edwards said. "It is
perfectly suited for those with limited
experience, giving them a forum to learn
through direct participation."
Elizabeth has worked with TCSF since
her sophomore year at UPS.
Learning from first-hand experience
seems to be the thrill of this program.
"I find that you learn so much by jumping in feet first," Edwards said "You
come up against issues you would never
have considered, perhaps, a classroom
setting, and you figure out how to deal
with them."
The festival is a very popular event
and many people involved are returning
participants. Students have opportunities to work in every aspect of the theater
and contribute however they are capable.
Many students act and later go on to write
or direct in the next season. The interest
of this year's group will be displayed this
weekend.
Katie Lind

"The Choice," by Nick Brown, directed by Sarah Smith
"Sometimes It's Unexpected," by Evan Tucker
and Dan Harvey, directed by Clayton Weller
"Italics Mine," by Austin Roberts, directed by Chris Dewar
"It's Just Sex," by Jen Ross, directed by Mark Sayre
"Voices," by Elizabeth Edwards, directed by Nicole Marshall
"Service, Love, and Polaroids," by Clayton Weller,
directed by Gene Bankhead

A Variety of Themes Invade Town Crier One Acts
The fourth annual Town Crier Speaks Theater Festival, which opened last night at 7:30 in the Rausch auditorium, features six one-act plays written, performed,
directed and stage-managed by students. From lighthearted comedy to the frontier of avant-garde performance experimentation, this year's one-acts encompass
a variety of styles. In between are one-acts that explore
the meanings of human relationships, life and death,
and even, the inner battles of the human consciousness.
"Service, Love, and Polaroids," a comedy written by
Clayton Weller and directed by Gene Bankhead, gives
audiences a view of the typical gas station, beyond the
ever-spinning price meters and the nicotine-stained
Twinkle wraps. This rest-stop of humanity is the setting for a story of the men who stand behind the bulletproof counters and the women either love them, hate
them or want to rob them.
"Sometimes it's Unexpected," written by Evan
Tucker and Dan Harvey, directed by Weller, offers an
alternative locale for high-class romance: the singles'
saloon. What first seems to be an ordinary night of
business for two red-dressed barmaids turns terribly
awry. Trying to add to their perfect record of matching
up the male and female clientele, the two girls grow

more desperate and drunk when the usual set-ups don't
lead to romantic results. Between romantic poetry and
vulgar pick-up lines lays the reason for their difficulties.
"The Choice," written by Nick Brown and directed
by Sarah Smith, is the most intensely dramatic of the
six performances. A burnt-out, tobacco-addicted Beverly Hills career woman is forced to choose between
remaining ensconced in the hassle-infested ordeal of
life (personified by a ditzy balloon chaser) or taking a
chance and embracing the unknown void of death (embodied by a browbeating figure cut from the refined
"GQ" cloth). The plays' reflections on the individual's
place in the greater world, and the rewards and strains
of being alive, are driven home by the frequent quotations of e. e. cummings, a modernist poet of the early
20th century.
"Voices," written by Elizabeth Edwards, the festival's artistic producer, and directed by Nicole Marshall,
peers inside the mind of a typical young woman durmg her slumber as the unrestrained voices of her mind
— judgment, pride, ambition, envy, desire, self-pity
and fear — wage the standard tug-of-war for her soul
in matters such as relationships and the future. Their
searing chorus is threatened by the periodic interjec-

tions of a voice that is both mysterious and familiar to
the dreaming woman.
"It's Just Sex" is the title of the penultimate performance, written by Jen Ross and directed by Mark Sayre.
It is also the oft-repeated mantra of its two protagonists: a hormone-driven college couple just looking to
spend the night in an enjoyable fashion. But their tryst
is threatened by the apparitions of two famous sexologists: Sigmund Freud and Alfred Kinsey, who, in a subplot worthy of Woody Allen, are just as determined to
confirm their morbid theories about the sexual drive.
"Italics Mine," written by Austin Roberts and directed by Chris Dewar, is the most elaborate and complex of the one-acts. It's driven less by a plot than by
performances and interactions, not to mention ample
quantities of chocolate pudding. As its players spill out

into the theater aisles or drown each other out through
rapid stream-of-conscious monologue duets, halt their
frantic pace on a dime or drop to the floor and remain
motionless for minutes, the audience should embrace a
subjective view of the performance and simply enjoy
the choreography and inventiveness of the evening's
final act.
Jared Smith

•
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Town Crier:
Oozin' Sex?
With one-acts ranging from autobiographic fantasy and tragedy, to poetic
interpretation, UPS' Town Crier Speaks
Theater Festival — featuring student
written-directed and performed plays
— opened last night.
One play, "It's Just Sex," by senior
Jen Ross, offers a contemporary view
on sex. Based on the real-life experiences of Ross, the one-act found its inspiration when Ross transferred to UPS
and found that things were different
from what she knew.
"I had an interesting time adjusting
to this unique community," Ross said.
"I was inspired by some sexual frustration. Feeling like an old woman among
some of my younger classmates didn't
help."
All the stories that create the piece are
real. "I think that's what makes it even
funnier," Ross said.
With the help of director Mark Sayre,
who brought a lot of excitement and
great ideas, "the show is going to be
better than my original concept," Ross
said.
Another piece featured in the festival,
"The Choice: A Meditation on Selected
Works of e.e. cummings," written by
senior Nick Brown and directed by sophomore Sarah Smith, was inspired by
Brown's passion for cummings poetry.
"I was also doing a lot of work this
summer on civil conflict — issues
of life and death — so the idea of the
play was sort of a natural progression,"
Brown said.
Much of the play "includes cummings' thematics and the poetry itself,"
Smith said.
The play's central story is about an
advertising executive, Effie, who goes
through a near-death experience and
finds herself in Limbo. When faced
with physical embodiments of life and
death, she must decide whether to live
or die.
"The show includes whimsy, tragedy,
comedy and slam poetry," Smith said.
Although the play is a departure from
what he is used to writing, Brown is
more or less pleased with the outcome.
"That's the beauty of student theater,"
Brown said. "It's a pretty safe environment so you can take a lot of weird risks
... some of the plays are way out there.
The whole point of student theater productions is that you make mistakes and
you learn," Brown said.
For comic relief, audience members
can look to "Service, Love, and Polaroids" written by sophomore Clayton
Weller and directed by senior Gene
Bankhead.
Affectionately referred to as "SLaP,"
the piece is about a librarian who repeatedly tries to rob the same convenience store.
"The librarian succeeds, then fails,
then succeeds again, and then fails
again," Bankhead said.
Overall, there is a sense of optimism
about this year's festival.
"We have an experienced, talented engaged group of directors; a spectacular
bunch of scripts and wonderful actors,"
Smith said. "We have worked very hard
and hope that the campus community
will come out and support us."
• Lauren Iverson

ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/DANIE I ADLER

THURSDAY, FRIDAY AND SATU DAY, OCT. 6 - 8
*7:30 PM IN RAUSCH AUDITORIUM
ALL SIX PLAYS WILL BE PERFORMED EACH NIGHT
TICKETS ARE ON SALE AT THE INFO CENTER
4`11-1 EY CAN ALSO BE PURCHASED AT THE DOOR FOR $3.00
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THE AMP
3. "LA CAMISA NEGRA"
by JUANES

By Rachel Decker

rdecker@ups.edu
Editor-in-Chief
Imagine this scene, if
you'll humor me:
It's your first day of third
grade at a new school and
of course, you know no
one. Now it's recess, and
because you're new, no
one told you to pack those
Dungaroos for snack time.
You are the sole outsider,
and worse, you have no
food. You are sitting alone
on the bench outside your
classroom, when this beautiful person comes from
out of nowhere, and she
has food that she is completely willing to share.
I nsta-friend .
Her name is Casey, and
since that one fateful thirdgrade day, we have been
the best of friends. In a
sense, she is not my best
friend, because I cannot
compare her to anyone in
my Fife. She is beyond all
of that. She supercedes all
levels or definitions of best
friendship.
We have been best friends
nearly all our lives (at least,
that's our story and we're
stickin' to it); we have endured tutus, the trauma of
our middle schools, bad
friends, SATs, going to different colleges and everything in between.
We are friends who can
sit together, say nothing,
and still come away feeling as though we've just
had the best conversation
of our respective days. We
are quite different in many
respects, yet we are almost
the same person in a sense
as well.
The best part of our
friendship has to include
what we call RachCase
movies: driving around in
my car feeling as though
we are the best kind of invincible. That invincibility
comes from this incredible
bond we share. It doesn't
matter where we are driving, or what we'll do when
we get there; frequently
we'll be talking about
any kind of nonsense and
we'll laugh hysterically at
the thought of it all. Often we're driving home
from Berkeley after a truly
weird night or we're driving home from the weirdest dinner ever.
And when we laugh, I
point to a little spot in the
rear-view mirror, and that
is our symbol, our key, that
there is this tiny invisible
camera that is filming our
craziness, our crazy bond
of friendship.
But what would a movie
be without its soundtrack?
Thus, the Rachel Casey
soundtrack was born. Be-

ginning with the summer
after 12th grade, I have
made us a soundtrack for
her birthday each July,
which usually encapsulates
all of our favorite songs
from the previous year.
That first year definitely
featured that "Butterfly'
song, even if just for sheer
horror. In the coming
years, "Wedding Day" by
Rosie Thomas made the
list simply because it's an
amazing road trip son
"These Boots Were
Made For Walking" also
made the cut, only because of the last line of the
song: "Ready Boots? Start
Walking." We loved the
bah bah of "The Sound of
Settling," the croon of the
Goo, the silliness of oldies
and "Cell Block Tango."
These songs represented a
time for us, a certain moment, a shared feeling.
They represented what
couldn't be put into words.
Whereas our movies were
a manifestation of our
friendship and the crazy
details that comprised it,
our music put into words
what our voices and screen
time couldn't.
So when she left for a
quarter last spring to study
abroad in Spain, I wasn t
quite sure what I was going to do.
I felt lost, as though half
of me had left with her. I
was not complete. I had
never been worried about
losing my best friend, and
although I wasn't now, I
was worried I would not
survive missing her.
E-mail, although terribly
informal and not a substitute for human connection,
saved us. We'd write daily, or as often as we could,
sharing our days, our problems, our advice.
I'd listen to my Rachel
Casey soundtracks and
music I knew we both
loved; she'd write and tell
me she was listening to our
music as she took walks.
We were able to keep the
connection I feared might
be damaged.
When she returned from
Spain, we'd have phone
marathons to catch up, and
we'd laugh and build back
that bond that glued us
together in the first place.
The best conversation included the one in which
she made me download
"La Camisa Negra," by
rising Spanish star Juanes.
The song itself is hysterical
— sort of a Spanish Justin
Timberlake crooning over
some beats — but in a
way, it is somewhat manifest to our friendship. It is
a goofy little song that explains our friendship — a
little pop, a little strange, a
little bit of that edge— but
a strong, solid. catchy beat
that draws you in again
and again.
I never made a soundtrack this past summer, but
if I had,
Camisa Negra" would have been the
first track.
Rachel likes her shirts
black, and her crooners
Latin.
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Driving the sleek but problematic Eclipse
Eclipse GS, is the famous Inline 4-cylinder found in
the highly regarded super-sport-sedan, the Lancer
By Mark Delbrueck
Evolution ("ee-v-ooh" as they say in the streets).
mdelbrueck@ups.edu
This version produces 162 hp as well as 162 lb.-ft.
of torque. Available on the Eclipse GT is the 3.8 liter
A&E columnist
263 hp V6.
Both engines use lightweight components such as
alloys and aluminum, as well as utilizing Mitsubishi's Variable Valve Timing and Exhaust Lift System, or MIVEC. MIVEC electronically adjusts air to
Born in 1989 as a 1990 model, the first generation fuel ratios as engine speed (measured in revolutions
Eclipse was to be the younger brother of Mitsubi- per minute) increase.
The major downfall for the new fourth generation
shi's quasi-exotic 3000GT. Built on the DSM plat2006
Eclipse is that it is a front-wheel drive car. True,
form, or Daimler Star Merger platform, the Eclipse
the
GT
spec model comes with a 3.8 liter 263 horsewas to be one of the products of a trio of bargain bin
performance coupes. The other two were the Eagle power V6, but how good is all that power if you're
Talon and Plymouth Laser, both of which left the de- feeding it through the front wheels? Previous gencould be had in GSX form, with a turbo'd
sign studio immediately destined for the junkyard, to erations
210
horsepower
engine and an all-wheel-drive to put
say the least.
down
the
power
more
efficiently; so where's our verThe Plymouth Laser lasted no longer than four
years of production, while the Eagle Talon went on sion?
In short, the new Eclipse would be a much more
to become the brand's best seller, if there ever was
such a thing for Eagle. However, in 1998, the whole enjoyable car if it used rear drive. The car would be
more balanced, and wouldn't exhibit the high
brand collapsed after Chrysler pulled the plug do to much
amounts of torque steer that is so typical of high-outhorrific sales and money loss.
The Eclipse, however, has vgioypc1 a relati tyely put front drive cars.
However, the drive configuration isn't the only
long life span. Now in its 4th gdnbiation,' the aiFtfew
2006 Eclipse is set to be Mitsubishi's savior in a time damper of the Eclipse's performance. The car's
when sales aren't so hot and the market for a per- unwilling chassis understeers; under hard acceleration, the car leans back as if it is a boat getting up
formance coupe is as ripe as ever.
For this iteration of the consistent selling Eclipse, on plane, and under hard braking the car digs and
Mitsubishi brings to the table new styling, courtesy squats. There seems to be no balance, and with so
of its recently revamped design department, as well much weight relying on the front wheels, overall peras two revised engine choices. The first, on the base formance suffers.
SEE ECLIPSE PAGE 14
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Let's Get 'Unnatural'
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Lauren Grossman's "Pastoral" is one of several installations currently being shown in Kittredge Gallery as
part of the "Unnatural History" exhibit.
By Kara Becker

kbecker@ups.edu
A&E Writer
The Kittredge Gallery has collaborated with the university's own
Slater Museum of Natural History
on an exhibit that combines two
polar opposite disciplines. The
goal of the collaboration, the Unnatural Histories exhibit, was to
interest students from both ends
of the academic and artistic spectra; those interested in art purely
for aesthetic purposes, and those
interested in science and biology
purely for academic reasons.
The result of the collaboration
is a creative and unorthodox way
of looking at natural art. Some
examples included are taxidermy
with animals like birds and rodents; others are mere sculptures

or paintings of animals. One of
the most interesting pieces is of
a taxidermied dog's head in glass
attached to a sculpted body made
of pure porcelain. Its body is abstract and intestines exposed. This
interesting piece was created by
John Byrd, one of nine artists on
display.
Artist Jim Rittimann also uses
animal parts creatively and usually displays his work at the Henry museum in Seattle. Some of
his pieces include real insect parts
that create a type of fantasy insect,
such as the "Texas Longhorn Beetle." This insect has the head of a
bull attached to a beetle's body.
There is also the "Giraffe Weevil," another created insect with
a giraffe's head over a beetle's
body, and the "American Horse
Fly," which combines the head of
a horse with the body of a fly.
SEE UNNATURAL PAGE 13

Unnatural Histories also includes every type of fly and beetle on display under glass, as well
as fossilized crustaceans, bottled
snakes and reptiles preserved in
ethanol. Rittimann has, in addition, chosen to showcase his "Paradise Insects," which are abstract
insects made from real insect parts
and include very long legs.
Also on display are large sculptures and other pieces made with
animal parts like bones, horsehair
and porcupine quills. The unconventional use of biological parts
has given Rittimann an untapped
creative power that has rarely been
seen before. By using several types
of unexpected media, Rittimann
not only shocks his audience but
can offer them something more
tangible and scientific to relate to.
This side of the work is meant to
appeal to those interested in the

•
•
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Sigur Ros rocks you, Icelandic-style
By Diana Hawk
dhawk@ups.edu
A&E Writer
The only way to do justice to Sigur Ros's Seattle performance at the Paramount might be to describe the
event in "Hopelandish," the nonsensical language the
band often sings in.
The Icelandic quartet is on a worldwide tour promoting its newest release "Takk" (Icelandic for "thanks").
They've been selling-out across the U.S., performing
brilliant and beautiful sets that demand multiple encores.
Senior Kristin Jurist first introduced to the band in
high school, was one of many UPS students attending
the Sept. 28 night performance.
"The set was austere and simple. It was kind of sad and
somber, but happy at the same time," Jurist said. "The
S set transcended reality. Their performance took you out
of the theatre. It was unlike any other show, ever."
Sigur Ros formed in 1994 and was named after lead
singer Jonsi Birgisson's younger sister who was born the
same week the band was founded. Sigurros translates to
"victory rose" in Icelandic.
Onstage in Seattle, the band played for nearly two
hours, returning for three curtain calls. They played
a variety of songs off of their newest release, untitled
tracks off "( )," and a couple of crowd favorites from
their second release "Agetis Byrjun."
The show was entirely different from other concerts.
There was little anticipation about what songs would
be performed, mostly because the song titles are either
impossible to pronounce or untitled. Unlike other live
it performances, the set wasn't compartmentalized into
songs from an earlier or later period of the band's career.
In short, the show was perfect; it was akin to one giant
stream of consciousness.
The band first came onstage behind a translucent curtain with bright and colorful lights illuminating only
their shadows. Jonsi Birgisson's other-worldly falsetto
voice seemed even more remarkable than on CD.
A variety of breathtaking lights and images flashed
14 behind the band once the sheer curtain was lifted. The
band's pairing of violin bows and guitars proved a crea-

tive visual stimulant, as did Birgisson's singing into a
guitar. Yet, there were many moments of pure musical
bliss when Birgisson would reach unfathomable notes in
unknown languages, at which point the audience would
close its eyes as if entering a heavenly state.
Junior Maggie Arends was particularly thrilled with
images of birds, projected through clever lighting.
"I thought the experience relayed the intensity and
beauty of the song," Arends said. "The projection of
the birds added a lot. The concert really built upon the
CD."
The montage allowed the audience to associate their
own dreamt up feelings with the images projected behind the unearthly music. Listeners at home are often
able to write down their own lyrics in blank Sigur Ros
CD inserts. The ambiguous and beautiful images behind
the band granted listeners the same experience.
Sigur Ros has been an outspoken proponent of artistic
and creative freedom. However, their most recent album
has been criticized as being "more accessible" and closer to "mainstream" then previous releases. One reason is
because "Takk" features Birgisson singing with an understandable (to some) and translatable Icelandic tongue
instad of his imagined language.
In an interview with "The Guardian," Birgisson states
that non-Icelandic speakers may maintain a purer relationship with the newest album. He confesses that his
songs are really about "those moments that are really
perfect in your life. When you hold somebody's hand
and spin around. Being with somebody you love and the
smell of their hair."
Junior Robin Wolthausen said that the language still
makes no difference to him.
"One of the coolest things about Sigur Ros is that you
have no idea what they're saying," Wolthausen said.
"But the intonation and the music convey a lot. It's deep
and emotional. The music itself is lyrical."
Perhaps the incomprehensibility of the lyrics adds to
the band's universal appeal. While unknown, they remain moving and brilliant, and left members of the Seattle audience in tears.
It's no wonder, then, that Sigur Ros has sold nearly one
million albums worldwide and "Takk" sits in the top 20
of Billboard internet sales two weeks after its release.
The band has also earned attention from various ce-
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Iceland's Sigur Ros attracts UPS students to their show
at the Paramount. Since 1999's "Agmtis Byrjun," the
group has been a prominent force in indie music.
lebrities, none of which has affected their humble nature. Coldplay's Chris Martin played Sigur Ros while
Gweneth Paltrow gave birth to daughter Apple. Metallica's Lars Ulrich cited Sigur Ros as a major influence on
his latest album. Rocker Tommy Lee has also claimed to
love Sigur Ros, as have Thom Yorke, Moby and David
Bowie.
In 2003, Sigur Ros's video "Untitled 1" won "Best
Video" at the MTV European Music Awards. The band
is continuing to receive international attention. Their
music has appeared on "Vanilla Sky" and "Life Aquatic"
soundtracks.
Through all of this attention and praise, the four young
Icelandic friends have no intention of changing their
music to appeal to a larger audience. Although they have
been labeled as post-rock, ambient, experiment and progressive, the band defies categorization.
Have a listen for yourself. MP3s are available for
download at www.sigur-ros.co.uk .
Diana Hawk recommends listening to Sigur Ros while
taking naps.

continued from page
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scientific aspects of the exhibit, and allows one to see the biological truth in art.
The exhibit first opened Sept. 1 and will run until Oct. 14. Artists on display
include John Byrd, Wayne Chabre, Justin Gibbens, Ford Gilbreath, Lauren Grossman, Carolyn Krieg, Hugh Lentz, Alan Moe and Jim Rittimann. The exhibit is
co-curated by Esther Luttikhuizen, the Director of Kittredge Gallery, and Peter
Wimberger, the Acting Director of the Slater Museum of Natural History and an
Associate Professor of Biology at the University of Puget Sound.
Kara Becker is a junior English major who loves coffee and infomercials.

Hitchcock Series featuring.
Vertigo, Psycho, Strangers on a Train,
Notorious, Re
To Catch a Thief

Don't miss seeing these classics on the bigscreenl
Go to grandcinema.com for dates and showtimes
ID

Proof
(PG-13)
Fri: 2:15, 4:10, 6:30, 8:40
Sat/Sun: 12:00, 2:15, 4:10, 6:30, 8:40
Mon-Wed: 4:10, 6:30, 8:40
Thurs: 2:15, 410, 6:30, 8A0

Oliver
Twist.
Fri: 4:20, 6:45

131

Sat/Sury 12:00, 4:20, 6:45
Mon-Thurs: 4:20, 6:45
ASUPS PHOTO SERV10ES/ALLYSON FEENEY

Junebug (R Dail y: 9:20

Unique and thought-provoking pieces take the spotlight in "Unnatural History,"
including this "Untitled" piece by John Byrd. The last day to see this elaborate
collection Oct. 14.
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`Fall' into upcoming music
Nick Martens

nmartins@ups.edu
A&E Writer
With last week's astonishing debut from Wolf Parade
and Tuesday's releases from
Franz Ferdinand and Broken
Social Scene, the fall music season is officially in full
swing. What other appealing
albums are coming out? And
when are the inevitable supporting tours hitting Seattle?
Find out below!
First, some bad news for
those who picked up Wolf
Parade's "Apologies to the
Queen Mary, which is easily
among the best albums of the
year: they've already passed
through town, and with the
Arcade Fire, no less! If you're
wicked hardcore, though, you
can catch the same show in
Vancouver tonight, Oct. 7, at
7 p.m. Likewise, Franz Ferdinand has come and gone, but
Franz fans (har har) probably
are aware of the missed opportunity.
Indie enthusiasts are in better shape, though, as Broken
Social Scene's performance
still lies ahead; they will be
at the Showbox on Nov. 12.
After seeing this band last
summer in Amsterdam, I
can affirm that they put on a
thoroughly enjoyable show.
It runs just as expected; the
band has a dreamy, swelling
energy and a driving passion
behind the somber tone their
vocalists sing through. Front
man Kevin Drew also contrasts his somewhat depressing music with playful crowd
interaction. This includes giving beer to the crowd, but that
likely won't happen in the
States.
There are also a few other

shows on the horizon that may
prove worthwhile. If you are
21, or can somehow convince
a bouncer that you are, skaterock newcomers Hold Steady
are playing at Neumo's on
Oct. 15 with the Constantines,
who have a new album entitled "Tournament of Hearts"
out now in Canada (available
here on Oct. 11). I would expect a gritty and angry show,
complete with swaggering,
boastful guitars that supply
the Hold Steady's defiant,
spoken-not-sung vocals with
a palpable frustration.
For people who are looking for something completely
different, The Go! Team has
a gig on the Oct. 25 at the
Showbox to support the U.S.
release of their fantastic debut
album, "Thunder, Lightning,
Strike."
Their music samples from
incredibly diverse sources,
but a 70s TV show-feel that
somehow makes me think of
the word "bravery" pulls it
all together. A mere two days
later — on Oct. 27 — the Decemberists will also be at the
Showbox.
With regard to more album
releases, one to look out for
is the hotly anticipated DangerDoom collaboration. "The
Mouse and the Mask" combines the talents of DJ Danger
Mouse, best known for his
"Grey Album" and work with
the Gorillaz, and MF Doom,
currently one of the hottest
rappers around after his amazing Madvillain project with
Madlib in 2004.
The pre-release tracks from
this pair lead me to firmly believe that this will be the best
rap album ever created. Granted, I only say this because the
single, "Sofa King," samples from Aqua Teen Hunger

Force, and because the rest
of the album is similarly "inspired" by Adult Swim. Seriously, though, this is a perfect
match — Doom's strong, confident rhymes blend wonderfully with Danger's eclectic
and melodic sampling. Look
for this one on Oct. 11.
Another album that has
generated a lot of hype is the
pending release from the Fiery
Furnaces. Titled "Rehearsing
My Choir," this record has inspired a tremendous amount
of curiosity due to the fact
that siblings Matt and Eleanor Friedberger have chosen
to prominently feature their
grandmother, Olga Sarantos,
in their songs.
Not only will her aged
and haggard voice play off
of Eleanor's, Olga's life experience was reportedly the
inspiration for the lyrics and
mood of the album, which
comes out Oct. 25. Hopefully
it will sound better than it did
at their concert on Sept. 26. I
will remain optimistic due to
the fact that all the wonderful
songs from "Blueberry Boat"
were equally bad.
So, it looks like the music
industry is giving everyone
something to look forward
to while watching the trees
shed.
While there have been
plenty of amazing releases
this year, the holiday releases
and their accompanying tours
are what people should really look forward to. Perhaps
nothing will be able to match
the glory of Sufj_an Stevens's
"Illinois," but if it happens,
I don't think you'll want to
miss it.

Eclipse

cont. from page

At least the GT comes with an
available traction control system
and electronic brake distribution
system, which help to keep the
poor chassis from rearing its ugly
head. Optional 18" wheels wearing
sexy 235/45/ZR18 meats help to
keep the car balanced during turns
and add enormous amounts of ride
harshness, making the Eclipse
"feel" fast but not enough to compensate for the poor handling.
There are two things that can
make up for a lumpy, unrefined
engine and front wheel drive: one
is the possession of engaging and
precise steering, and the other is a
crisp and advanced manual gearbox. The Eclipse has neither.
I did not take the car onto the
track, but I did drive it "enthusiastically" enough to realize that this
car just isn't up to the competition
in terms of performance.
On a good note, the interior is
rather nice. All materials are of a
much higher quality than previous
generations I have been in. Soft
touch plastics as well as optional
leather seating surfaces and trendy
LED lights help cater to Generation Y buyers.
With my test GT model topping
out at a whopping $29 Gs plus
some change, many will be asking themselves if the new Eclipse
is worthwhile. Until an all-wheeldrive version is available, I'd steer
clear.
For the price, there are tons of
sporty coupes that can do all of the
things that the Eclipse can do, only
much better.
Consider the Infiniti G35 Coupe,
Nissan 350Z, Mazda RX-8, Subaru
WRX and WRX STi. Heck, you can
even get a Mercedes-Benz C230K
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The 2006 Eclipse is the company's
hope for the future, but the looks
cannot make up for what it lacks.
Sports Coupe. Overall, the Eclipse it
is a sporty little coupe that will-7"
surely be a star in the underground
tuning market. After an all-wheeldrive system is introduced (rumored
for 07), perhaps a re-evaluation will
be in order. Until then, the Eclipse
is a step in the right direction, Just
not a large enough one.
Mark likes to sleep in random cars.*
at night.

Nick Martens really, really
thinks you should get "Apologies to the Queen Mary." It's
seriously awesome.

THAT'S HOT with Nathan Carley
By Nathan Carley

ncarley@ups.edu
A&E Columnist
As the world turns at
much the same rate it always has, our Hollywood
heroes prove. once again,
that they move at a rate quite their own. As
we last reported, country sensation Kenny
Chesney and actress Renee Zellweger filed
for anullment after only four months of
marriage. It looked as though the love lock
in their eyes that we all saw in their beach
wedding ceremony pictures
(released to the press)
would last forever. Hot
on their heels for this
year's shortest union
was the WB's One
Tree Hill costars Chad
Michael Murray and
Sophia Bush, who have
now called it quits after
only five months of marriage. This should make for an interesting season on the hit show, as they are
both signed on to continue their roles
as a loving couple — AWKWARD!
In reality, though, we all know these
are celebrities we are talking about
here, not real people, so it is doubtful that something like that can even
affect them.
Look at Paris Hilton for example: she
broke off her four-month engagement with
Paris Latsis last week and then went out club'bing with friends, completely apathetic to the
tearful, heartbroken messages her former fiancé was leaving. People.com reported that
onlookers saw her "dancing wildly on top of
her booth."
On the other end of this accelerated cy
PHOTOS COURTESY OF GOOGLE IMAGES

cle celebrities live in, Demi Moore and Ashton Kutcher tied the knot last week at the
actress' home in their Beverly Hills home.
They organized the entire event and gathered
the guests in just 24 hours. The reception
united a surprised few of the golden glitterati
— Lucy Liu, Kutcher's "That's '70s Show"
costars Wilmer Valderrama
and Danny Masterson, and
Bruce Willis who flew in
from Italy (where the
old man was judging
the Miss Italia contest!) for the wedding.
Pimpin' Willis wasn't
the only one jetting
around last week though.
Christina Aguilera flew 12
of her pals on a private jet to Cabo San Lucas for a weekend bachelorette party. She
reportedly hired a personal butler for each of
her friends and wore a tiara and garter belt
the entire weekend.
Angelina Jolie appeared at a movie premiere, accompanied by her ex-husband Jonny Lee Miller, sparking rumors that she is
already losing interest in Brad-boy. The
next morning though, she flew with
her kids to visit beau Brad Pitt in
Canada. Upon arrival, the two
raced around the countryside on
BMW motorcycles. Later that
night, Jolie dropped the kids off
with a sitter to visit Brad on set
and is said to have shacked up in
his trailer with him until 2 A.M.
On top of that, In Touch Weekly
reports that "Angelina looks pregnant"
because of a "telltale bump" in the most recent pictures of her, but that seems to me to
be quicker than even a Hollywood superstar
can manage ... That's all the hottest news
from Hollywood, so take care, Tacoma.
Nathan definitely considers himself to be one
of the golden glitterati.

Friday October 7th
Northwest Snowboard
Presents
7:3o pm
Grenade's Smell the Glove
& Futureproof
Oct. 8th thru Oct. 13
Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory
Nightly @ 7:00 pm
Saturday and Sunday Matinee
@ 4:00 pm
Rated PG
Rocky Horror Picture Show

Saturday @ 11:30 pm
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Men's soccer stays in conference title hunt
Puget Sound comes out strong after loss to conference leading Whitworth
Pirates, capitalizes against a weak Whitman Missionary defense, wins 1 - 0
By Pete Stevenson
pstevenson@ups.edu
Sports Writer

Irb

111

The University of Puget Sound men's
soccer team lost their first game of the
2005 season to the Whitworth Pirates, 2-1,
in a Northwest Conference game on East
Field on Oct. 1. The Loggers recovered
for their Oct. 2 game and beat Whitman
College 1-0. The weekend split moves the
Logger record to six and one.
Whitworth managed to quickly penetrate Logger defense in the second minute
of the game to score off a baseline cross
by senior Jonathon Carlson to sophomore
Sky Henderson on the right side of the
goal giving Whitworth an early 1-0 lead.
"A couple of defensive miscommunications led to their first goal," senior Jim
Fioretti said.
Henderson remained relatively unguarded on the near post as the ball was
crossed.
"We didn't start the game focused
enough and we gave ourselves an uphill
battle from the beginning," sophomore
Andrew Hewitt said.
Goals within the first five minutes of the
game rarely predict the final outcome, as it
often takes a team several minutes to gain
rhythm and composure. Goals such as this
are simply a product of this non-preparation.
The loggers certainly did not give up. Instead, they picked up the pace and dominated possession of the ball, maintaining
it almost entirely within the Whitworth
defensive half for the remainder of the
game.
In the first period, they led Whitworth
in shots 3-2 and in the second, they led in
shots 5-2. They also led Whitworth 5-2 in
corners for the entirety of the game.
Despite their unfortunate loss, it was
obvious the Loggers outplayed their opponents.
"We Rlayed extremely well against Whitworth, Hewitt said "We set our standard
at our best performance and if we continue
to play this way, there is no reason why we
should lose another game this year."
"Our only weaknesses were psychological lapses that resulted in their two goals.
We played our game effectively for the
rest of the match."
A second mental lapse midway through
the first period led to the second and final

Pirate goal. Due to confusion among the
UPS back line, a chip through the defense
appeared offsides. As a result, several UPS
defenders slowed, but no whistle stopped
play.
Seconds later, senior Jim Fioretti was issued a yellow card for a foul within the
18-yard box as he attempted to prevent a
potentially dangerous cross. Whitworth
received a penalty shot. Sean Lambrecht
put the ball past UPS keeper senior Brian
Lawson to give the Pirates a 2-0 lead.
The Loggers earned their only goal of
the afternoon in the second period when a
penalty was called against the Whitworth
keeper, allowing senior Josh Hedrick
a penalty kick. He booted the ball past
Whitworth keeper junior Kevin Bostock
with ease making the score 2-1 Pirates and
putting the LOggers back in the game.
UPS continued to press hard against
the struggling Whitworth defense. The
remainder of the game was mostly uneventful; the faltering Whitworth defense
managed to prevent UPS from scoring an
equalizer before the ref blew his whistle to
signal the end the match.
"Tensions tend to run high in big
games like this," Fioretti said. "But we
shouldn't have any problem beating them
the next time around, as we should have
beat them the first time."
The Loggers will once again challenge the Pirates on Oct. 30 in Spokane,
Washington at the Whitworth home field,
where mental composure and smart play
will certainly aid the loggers in redemption.
The Oct. 2 match-up against Whitman
was a defensive struggle as the Loggers
could only put one goal past the Missionary goalie. The Logger defense was stouter
though, giving up no goals.
Its the fifth shutout of the year for the
oustanding Logger defnese. Scoring the
lone goal for the Loggers was Hewitt.
UPS travels to Oregon Oct. 8 and 9 to
battle a .pair of conference foes in George
Fox University and Pacific University.
The Loggers currently sit in third place
behind the Linfield Wildcats and Whitworth.
,

Sports Writer Pete Stevenson isn't sold on
Grizz the Logger, some say its because he
once saw a grizzly bear eat a school of clowns
whole as young child, in the uncharted Clown
Wilderness. Others say he just more of Koala
person.

ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/LEA JOHN

Junior Jeremy Denman rushes away from a Whitworth defender. UPS fell to the
Pirates 2-1 but picked up a game on Oct. 2 against Whitman (1-0).

• Women's soccer continues shut-out
streak, stays undefeated in conference
By Will Holden
wholden@ups.edu
Sports Writer

•
•
•
•

Os mess Club
Do your part to beautih campus:

The ninth ranked UPS women's soccer team has spent
most of this season on cruise control, creating many
scoring opportunities as well as playing stellar defense.
Oct. 1 saw more of the same as UPS downed Whitworth 3-0. Oct. 2 the Loggers found themselves a little
surprised by a scrappy Whitman team who left Peyton
Field tied with UPS 0-0.
Senior goalie Erin Williams has been a big reason
for the Loggers early success, and freshman Janece
Levien knows it.
"Erin is an amazing keeper, no doubt the best in
conference and one of the best in the nation," Levien
said.
But while she has played so well, recording now
seven shutouts in a row, Williams is quick to credit her
teammates, especially those on the defensive side of the
ball.
"So far the girls in front of me are doing an amazing job defensively," Williams said. "My job is to correct little mistakes that get through and to stay sharp for
those very few break downs that could cost us a goal."
Defense was again a key component in UPS'
matches last weekend, the first of which came against a
Whitworth team coming off a tough homestand that saw
them tie Pacific in overtime and lose a close one to Linfield. However, UPS refused to overlook the dangerous
Pirates.

Exercise

ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/NATHAN CARLEY

Logger midfielder Lea John pushes past a Pirate defender.

SEE WOMEN'S SOCCER PAGE 18

October 4-May 2; 12-1 on Tuesdays and Thursday
$50-UPS faculty and staff and returning members
$75-Neighbors
Limited Enrollment, no students
Contact us at fitness_club@ups.edu or
call as at 879-3710
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Volleyball splits weekend series
By Breanna Trygg and Matt Stevens

btrygg@ups.edu and mrstevens@ups.edu
Sports Writer
The UPS women's volleyball had two matches in
Memorial Fieldhouse this weekend. The loggers lost the
first match against the. Whitworth Pirates on Sept. 30
three games to one (19-30, 30-25, 19-30, and 14-30).
The Loggers bounced back on Oct. 1 and took three
straight games against the Whitman Missionaries (3025, 30-21 and 30-17).
The Whitworth Pirates came into the match the top
ranked team in conference with a 5-0 record against
Northwest Conference teams.
"They're a tough team," senior Nikki Esposito
said.
UPS was led by freshman Kayla Roof and junior
Jamie Eggers who both had double digit kills in the
match.
UPS has struggled all year falling behind early and
unable to catch up. Esposito discussed how the at times
poor communication between the Loggers kept UPS
from responding to the much more mature Pirates and
their offensive attacks.
"We're a young team," Esposito said.
On Oct. 1 the young Logger team began to play more
as a cohesive unit, fighting back against the Missionaries.
"On Saturday we had fewer errors and were more focused," Esposito said.
The first game was a battle for both squads, featuring
10 ties and six lead changes. UPS was able to gain a
23-20 lead and from there it never looked back. Roof
took control of the game, putting three straight kills on
the Missionaries and the Loggers finished, off the game
30-25.
"Our new outside hitters, Monica Egger and Kayla
Roof are really performing well," Esposito said.
Eggers transferred into UPS from Columbia Basin
community college.
The second game the Loggers were able to sprint out
to a lead earlier at 19-11. Alena Bennett led the Loggers
with five kills. Whitman mounted a pitiful comeback
and UPS hung on for a 30-21 win.
Game three was more nip-and-tuck for UPS as the

Missionaries refused to go down
easy. Whitman tied
the score at 11 but
once again Roof
led the Logger offensive charge.
Roof collected six
kills in the match
and the Logger offensive attack simply overwhelmed
the Whitman defense. The Logger offense had 54
kills in the match
to the Missionaries
mere 27.
Esposotio is trying out for a European professional
league in January
2006. Tryouts are
taking place in Vienna, Prague, and
Germany. Esposito ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/IAN JOHNSON
is attending tryouts
with a friend from Jamie Eggers serves to Whita division one worth during the second game of
school. She will
learn at the end the match
of August if she
makes the league.
"I'm really excited about the opportunity," Esposito
said. She hopes to play in Europe as long as she can.
UPS travels to Oregon this weekend to do battle with
Lewis & Clark College on Oct. 7 and Linfield College
on Oct. 8.
Lewis & Clark comes into the game With a 1-5 conference record, but a 5-9 overall record. Linfield is currently second behind Whitworth with a 5-1 conference
record. The Loggers currently sit in third place in conference.

The Trail

Loggers make up ground
over conference leaders

•

James Edwards
jredwards@ups.edu
Sports Writer

Last weekend the cross country teams trekked down
to Oregon for the annual Willamette Invitational. Both
teams had good showings with the men's squad finishing seventh and the womens finishing 14th.
"Willamette Invite is always crazy with hundreds
of people trying to run in some very small spots,
which makes for an interesting race," said senior Sarah
Orzell.
Last Saturday's event was no exception, with 270 entries in the men's race, representing 29 teams, and 258
entries in the women's race, representing 30 teams.
Both meets were invaded by Chico State University,
which won both the men's and women's races handily.
C
In the men's race they swept the top six, and in the
women's race they took first through third. However, it
is the conference foes that are the main concern.
The women's team continued to show steady improvement. Orzell led the way for the Logger women
running an 18:48.65 and finishing 27th overall. She was
followed by sophomore Liana Roberts who crossed
the line at 19:02.10, which was good enough for 45th
place.
Next was sophomore Lael Wilcox who ran a 19:38.10
and finished 81st. Sophomore Kyla Burnet finished next
with a 19:56.75 and a 102nd place finish, and freshman
Maddy Bassett rounded out the Loggers top five with a
20:19.65 and a 133rd place finish.
Along with the 14th place finish, the Loggers finished
fourth out of the five competing Northwest Conference
Teams teams.
"The women's team is making progress and had some
great performances this weekend as well, with four PRs
out of 11 runners," said Orzell.
The men had an impressive meet, both as a team and
individuals. Of the 16 members on the men's team, 12
Sports Writer Breanna Trygg enjoys long moonlit walks, ran personal bests on Saturday.
Senior Frank Prince did quite well, running a 24:48.35,
going to church on Sunday mornings and selling smack to
leprechauns to support her bavarian cream pie habit. which is less than five minutes per mile for five miles.
On top of that Prince finished ninth overall, beating out
every single NWC runner.
Senior Kota Reichart was next running 25:32.30 earning a 34th place finish. Sophomore Trevor Hanlin was
next with a 25:50.55 and finished 49th, junior Dan Pollard finished 77th with a 26:20.50, and sophomore Steve
Peacock completed UPS's top five with a 26:49.20 and
a 102nd finish.
The only NWC team that had a lower score then the
Loggers was Willamette, who finished second, with 43
points, compared to the Logger's 240. It should be noted
that the Logger's number four and six runners were both
unable to participate. Despite this, the team still gained
ground on the Bearcats.
"Our guys averaged a 20 second drop from their last
race and Willamette only dropped eight seconds on the I
average," Coach Mike Orechia said.
On Oct. 8 the cross country team heads across town
to PLU where they will race in the PLU invitational
starting at 10:00 a.m.

•

.

Sports Writer James Edwards has been known to fly off the
handle, but only when flying some very virgin eggs.

•
Results for college men and women Sat., Oct. 1, in the
Willamette Invitational over the 8-kilometer (4.99-mile)
and 5-kilometer (3.10-mile) Willamette course.
Men 8-km course
1. Charlie' Serrano, Chico State Univ, 24:22.55 (1 );
2. Beau Bettinger, Chico State, 24:27.75 (2); 3. Antonio Miramontes, Chico State 24:29.15 (3); 9. Frank
Prince, Univ Puget Sound, 24:48.35 (9); 34. Kota Reichart, Puget Sound, 25:32.30 (33); 49. Trevor Hanlin,
Puget Sound, 25:50.55 (44); 77. Dan Pollard, Puget
Sound, 26:20.50 (68); 102. Steve Peacock, Puget Sound
26:49.20 (86)
*270 runners competed
'
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Puget Sound's frontline, from left to right, Alena Bennett, Jamie Eggers and Nikki Esposito prepare to return a
serve from Whitworth Fri., Sept. 30 at Memorial Fieldhouse.
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www cdgeworks-climbrnn rein
610) North 9th Street
Tae.C411.:i. WA 98406
153 504.4899
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TACOMA'S FIRST INDOOR
ROCK CLIMBING GYM!
9,500 sq ft of Vertical Climbing
250 Boulder, Top-Rope & Lead Routes
Beginner through Expert Routes
25' Freestanding Pillar
2 Bouldering Archways
Top-Out Bouldering

Day Passes & Memberships
We have Student Rates!

Instruction & Clinics
Belay 101 & Basic Climbing
Bouldering & Leading
Private Instruction

College Student Night
2nd Friday Night Every Month

Women's Night
1st & 3rd Thursday Night Every Month

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL-. 253.564.4899

Submit your
classsified ads to
The Trail!
Classified ads must be
no longer than four lines
and some form of contact
info must be submitted as
well.
E-mail trail@ups.edu
or look for tables in the
SUB!

Men Team Scores
1. Chico (15); 2. Willamette (101); 3. Univ. Victoria
(140); 7. Puget Sound (240)
*29 teams competed
Women 5-km course
1. Jennifer James, Chico State Univ, 17:49.75 (1); 2.
Missy Lendl, Chico State, 17:52.25 (2); 3. Katie Lee,
Chico State, 17:58.00 (3); 27. Sarah Orzell, Univ. Puget
Sound, 18:48.65 (27); 45. Liana Roberts, Puget Sound,
19:02.10 (44); 81. Lael Wilcox, Puget Sound, 19:38.10
(77); 102. Kyla Burnet, Puget Sound 19:56.75 (95);
133. Maddy Bassett, Puget Sound, 20:19.65 (123)
*out of 258 participating runners
Women Team Scores
1. Chico State University (19); 2. University of British
Columbia (148); 3. Willamette University (180); 14.
University of Puget Sound (366)
*out of 30 participating teams
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Logger football fumbles in
hp
Sean ,ulpecoming heartbreaker
Injury Report

sduade@ups.edu
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Do you like
sports?

"There is concern over Carlson's ankle," Willenbrock said. "Yet, it's a tradeoff between what he can do
and what he can't do. We evaluate it every series we go
Puget Sound football looked poised to collect its first out there, what can he do versus what can't he do. It's
homecoming victory of the new millennia Oct. 1 against tough, I wish he was 100 percent healthy, but he's not."
the Willamette Bearcats, before a costly fumble with
Quick Hits
three minutes remaining in the fourth quarter and subThe Logger difference was led by linebacker Bryan
sequent Bearcat scoring drive put Willamette ahead for
good, 21-17. That left both the Loggers and their fans Jones who recorded eight tackles including six solo tackles. Defensive lineman Beau Jacobson sacked Bearcat
questioning what just happened.
"They made plays at the end and we didn't," Logger quarterback Cameron Walton for a loss of 10 yards with
head coach Phil Willenbrock said. "I was hoping we a little over five minutes remaining in the fourth quarter.
could ride out the clock there at the end and that's what The sack was Jacobson's third of the season and his second solo.
we tried to do. "
Linebacker Kynan Pang leads the Loggers with three
UPS had possession and was marching up-field with
a 17-14 lead with less then 3:30 to play in the fourth solo sacks and is ranked second in the Northwest Conquarter. One could practically hear the alums untwisting ference, trailing only Austin Richard of Whitworth, who
the corks of their champagne bottles in anticipation of has 3.5 sacks.
their alma mater's first homecoming victory in six years,
Its Up and its Good
and that's when it happened. Puget Sound running back
Rory Lee fumbled the ball on the 46-yard line.
"'Logger kiekar Joe Stucicrath was two-for-two in PAT
"Obviously we were down at halftime (14-7)," Log- and nailed a 24-yard field goal with 13:22 remaining in
ger quarterback Andy Carlson said. "So to come out and the fourth quarter to put Puget Sound ahead 17-14.
tie the game and then to take the lead in the fourth quarStuckarth took over kicker duties Oct. 1 from Justin
ter, was really good. But those things happen. We had Dougharty, who is three-for-three in field goal attempts
the game pretty much in control and then we had the including a 41-yard attempt against Claremont Mudd
fumble, which is a huge turnover. You just can't have Scripps Sept. 17.
turnovers late in the game."
This Weekend
Lee's fumble was recovered by Bearcat defensive
back Tyler Gill. On the ensuing offensive series WilUPS is on the road this week traveling to Sparks Stalamette quarterback Cameron Walton and tailback
in Puyallup Oct. 8 to face cross-town conference
A Quentin Flores rushed the ball to the Logger's 25-yard dium
line. During the next set of downs Walton connected rival Pacific Lutheran University.
The game with Pacific Lutheran has always been
with Michael Plank in the end zone, putting the Bearcats ahead 20-17, and Michael Bicocca's extra-point circled on the Loggers calendar, but the game this year
was good to give the game its final score, 21-17 with 57 seems to carrty more personal weight then any game in
the recent past after the painful homecoming loss the
seconds remaining.
"It hurt, because we're not a no-huddle pass-offense Lutes handed the Loggers last year.
For more information contact:
"I don't know if we are as worried about the Conferthat makes it easy to cover 99-yards in a matter of a
ence as we are worried about PLU now," Willenbrock
Oil minute," Willenbrock said. "It's frustrating."
The Loggers had promising beginnings. With their said. "This is a game we've been looking forward too
first possession of the game the Loggers were a model since we got stuffed on fourth-and-goal last year. All our
of efficiency spanning 62-yards with an eight-play drive energies are going to go towards the Lutes now. A win
that ended with Lee barreling 22-yards into the end zone, over those guys it would cure a lot, I'll tell you."
Kickoff is set for 3:30 p.m.
putting UPS ahead 7 — 0.
Sean Duade
After the initial scoring drive the Loggers couldn't
put together a good series of downs. Ending the open. mg quarter by turning the ball over on downs on Willamette's 30-yard line after Carlson threw an incomplete
pass intended for wide receiver Andrew Watkins on
fourth-and-five.
The Bearcats answered with two touchdowns in the
second quarter, the latter of which came on an impressive 58-yard scramble by Cameron with just 49 seconds
remaining in the first-half.
When the second half began the Loggers fell into an
offensive groove that appeared to have the team en route
to its third victory.
"We played well on offense," Lee said. "We definitely had our drives going. I thought we could run right
at them."
Lee did his fair share of running, scoring his second
touchdown of the game on a five-yard run with 6:54 rein the third quarter. Lee rushed for 105 yards
S maining
on 27 carries. He has now rushed for over 100-yards in
eight consecutive contests and in each of the team's four
games this season. Running. back James Olcott rushed
for 102 yards on just 14 carries.
Carlson, who has been nursing a sprained ankle all
season, threw three complete passes for 22 yards on nine
attempts with one interception.
ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/NICK KIEST
The Loggers drop, to 2-2 overall with their loss to Willamette and fall to ()-2 in Northwest Conference play.
Above, Rory Lee barrels over three Willamette defenders on his way to his second touchdown of the day during
Sports Editor Sean Duade will go to his grave saying "Red
the third quarter. Below, UPS students show off their school spirit and their midrifs. The Loggers fell in the fourth
Sox suck!" Literally, he's already bought a tombstone with it
quarter to Willamette in the homecoming game Oct. 1.
inscribed. It's kind of creepy.
Sports Editor

•

Do you like
to write?

If so Trail Sports
needs you!

The sports section is
currently hiring motivated writers willing to
get paid to write about
sports.

trails orts@ups.edu
or ca x 3197

•
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Women's soccer— CONTINUED FROM PAGE 15
"Whitworth is one of the better team's in conference," Levien said, "They have a lot of speed and
athletic ability, as well as great overall players spread
throughout the field."
Defense was again key as UPS held the Pirates
scoreless on five shots. However, the Loggers offense
was potent as well, attacking the Whitworth net most of
the game. The Loggers notched 15 shots, three of which
found the back of the net. Senior Courtney Kjar and
Levien were the most relentless, as both of them put of
four shots and one goal a piece.
"We are lucky that we have so many people who
have the mindset to score on this team,' Levien said.
"Anyone can take the shot or take it to goal when they
have the chance."
None of those scoring opportunities ended up as
goals as UPS fought the Missionaries to a standstill 0-0
tie.
The Loggers managed 23 shots in the game and
made Whitman goalie Erica Goad earn her shut out as
she saved all 10 of UPS' shots on goal.
Williams only had to work half as hard as her counterpart, making five saves on ten total shots.
"We were just having trouble finishing," Levien
said. "Our style of play was a lot better. We were able to
put the pressure on their team and get into their half, but
we just struggled putting the ball in the goal."
But UPS is not willing to dwell on this blemish.
"We're all upset because we thought we should
have won, but that game already happened," Levien
said. "We're moving onto Pacific and George Fox this
weekend, so we have to worry about them and put that
game behind us."
Overall, the Loggers have been happy with the
strides they have taken this year.
"Basically I think we're doing fine as long as we
continue to do the right things in training and in games,"
Williams said.
Williams also has an idea where she thinks this team
belongs.
"I think we have a long of strengths and have the potential to win a national championship," Williams said.
That quest will continue this weekend when the Loggers head south to face off against Pacific and George
Fox as Williams and the Logger defense hope to keep
that scoreless streak alive.
Sports writer Will Holden grew a third arm that he keeps in
a vault in the basement of Fort Knox

Indonesian
Martial Arts
2 WEEK
FREE TRIAL.

•
•

•
ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/LEA JOHN

yron Conforti attmpts to place a free kick on the foot of a teammate in the Oct. 1 match against Whitworth. Th
oggers lost (2-1) to the Pirates but recovered to win (1-0) over the Missionaries from Willamette on Oct. 2.

Logger Club Sports
On Oct. 1 the UPS hockey squad hosted the University of Washington team and beat them 5-0. Leading
the Loggers on offense was Mike Selberg with three goals and one assist. Scott Brozena added three assists.
Goalie Benden Goetz picked up the shutout for the Loggers. UPS next hosts Washington State at 10pm at
Sprinker Arena.
On Sept. 30 the UPS men's indoor club lacrosse team lost to the Pacific Luthern squad 7-14. In the second
game the Loggers could fare no better, falling 5-10.The team's next game is Oct. 7.

I L Occupational
Toxic mold?
Housemate drama?
Faulty locks?
Landlord woes?

We can help!
Poekoelan Tjimindie Tulen
(Pentjak Silat)
Effective Self Defense/Fitness for
men, women, & kids
A unique, fast, fluid Art that
encourages individual creativity
and personal style
Friendly environment,
All Types Welcome
Nice studio space near
Downtown Tacoma

Poekoelan Tjimindie
745 Broadway, 253-274-0599
poek(AelantaCOituatra',Ny ataou. co rin

vvwvw-poelto elizara t tnt, m

lit-CM211

•

Wheelock 203
offcampus@ups.edu
AIM: upsOffcampus
http://www.ups.eduf
dsaioffcampus

Therapy and
Physical
Therapy
Applications
are available
now!

Applications are
available
in Jones Hall
Room 115

•

•
•

Deadline for application is
January 15,
2006.
For further
questions, contact the the
occupational &
physical therapy
departments

•
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Stressville
By Stewart Jenkins
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"HEY YOU" ADS
HEY "BUTTFACE"!

Yeah
you! I saw you eating my toothHEY YOU, stop
paste ... jerk.
stroking your groHEY YOU, you stole my crocs tesque goatee and
off Todd Quad. I want them I'll stop staring.
back. You suck.

HEY YOU, you stole my bike. I
want to cry when I think about it
... and my new bike has a flat tire.
HEY "FRAT GUY," I can see
you un-dressing from my window. You look okay ...

CLASSIFIEDS
S

•

BRIDAL STORE SEEKING

CARPET

a bright, enthusiastic,sales person for a
busy store. PT/FT call for an application
appointment Mon & Tues only.
CONTACT: 253-474-5675

$50.00/or best offer. Excellent Condition; large carpet that I
used in T/P; really big; dark purple color (not too girly) and is
in excellent condition; perfect for freshmen living in dorms,
and makes your dorm room feel cozy.
CONTACT: Addy Parrish alparrish@ups.edu

40GB IPOD + HP
$295. 40G clickwheel ipod + HP (for
PC's, not supported by mac); can hold
near 10,000 songs; about 5 months old.
Comes with ipod/itunes software, ipod
dock, powercord, and USB plug all in
original box with manual.CONTACT:
Lindsay McAuley, lmcauley@ups.edu

WINDOWS PC DESKTOP
Asking $300 (but negotiable). Good condition. 15 in. tube
monitor; Logitech Keyboard and optical mouse; 1.73 GHZ
AMD Athlon Processor; nvidia2 64mb video card; 512 MB
RAM. Will re-format and install Windows and Office at
buyer's choice.
CONTACT: Brian Stone ce11:760-505-4802 CMB# 3556

Classifieds are from the local community, along with the LoggerXChange, which can be found online at asups.ups.edu/services/Ixchange/default.aspx

COIA \.‘\\:1

WANT TO SEE YOUR AD
HERE??
Look for tables in the SUB or e-mail
trail@ups.edu to get your ad in!

POLICY

The Trail reserves the right to remove any classified ad listing without warning, notice or refund.
The Trail shall not be held liable for the content
or accuracy of its Classified or Hey You ads. The
opinions of the "Hey You" ads do not represent
the opinions of The Trail or The Trail Staff. The
Trail reserves the right to modify or discontinue
any and all parts of the ad, and without notice. The
reader agrees not to use the The Trail's Classified/
"Hey You" ad section to create damaging, unlawful, harmful or threatening content; commit libel
or false acusations; be false, inaccurate or misleading; or discriminate in any way shape or form.
Although The Trail strives to accurately portray
each reader's classified or "Hey You" ad, providing a service for the UPS community, The Trail
always has the final say in the final copy of the
Classified/"Hey You" ad section.
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Bush to move Mount Rainier to Louisiana
By Trevor Avalanche
Trail While House Correspondent
President Bush announced yesterday that he plans
to move Mount Rainier to Louisiana.
"There's a big ol' hole in the coast down there," the
President told drugged reporters on the White House
lawn. "We're fixin' to plug that sucker up."
Reactions from members of the campus community
were mixed.
"There goes the Viewbook," said General George
Mills, Commander of Admission Forces. "What will
we photograph? The mole hills on Todd Field? I'm outraged. Also upset."
Stacy Strata, Assistant Professor of Geology, was
stunned.
"Our department is totally focused on igneous rocks,"
Strata said. "This is a huge loss. We'll have to go sedimentary."
Rock-climbers and environmentalists held protests,
vigils and hike-ins.
Many were selling outdoor equipment for pennies on
the dollar.

PHOTO COURTESY OF LAURIE AU

The old beaut's hitchin' a ride to the southern states,
folks. Get out your lassos, because that's the only way
this monster is coming back to Tacoma.

Jimmy Carter to monitor future ASUPS
elections after the debut of new mascot

low over the past three years.
However, Carter's presence is itself not without
controversy. Soon after ASUPS broke the news, the
Young Republicans released their own statement, deAfter the unveiling of Grizz, the new UPS mascot, a nouncing the noted peace advocate as nothing more
massive outcry from animal rights advocates, angry stu- than a "partisan ploy by the Young Democrats."
dents and other protest groups forced ASUPS to sign a
A spokesperson for the Young Republicans declared
declaration announcing that former president Jimmy
that, "just beCarter would be on
cause Carter is
hand for all future
a renowned huelections.
manitarian and
With tensions still
has successfully
high from the debabrought peace and
cle of last spring's
fair elections to
ASUPS elections,
countries around
in which Vice Presthe world doesn't
ident Ryan McAnmean that he is
inch was elected afneeded here. He
ter a disputed recall
will only serve as
of ballots, protesa distraction from
tors demanded that
the real issues."
an independent
The former U.S.
source be brought
President marks
in to monitor elecbringing a temtions and other votporary peace to
ing occasions.
the Middle East
Current student
as one of his most
and political activwell-known acist Jacob W. Rowe
complishments.
was vehement in
How he will
his disgust of the
deal with an adcurrent situation.
ministration that
"Who made the
NHU I U UUUH I LSY UI- HAUL bUNYUN
takes it upon itself
decision to get this Homecoming affects us all.
to purchase unmascot?" Rowe
popular mascots
asked.
as yet remains to
He then continued by clarifying that it, "sure as hell be seen. It appears that the University community has
wasn't Jacob W. Rowe."
drawn a collective breath, whether it is in anticipation
As a widely recognized promoter of fair elections, the or anger is still unknown.
addition of Carter as a monitor is expected to have a benPaul Bunyon has a friend named Alice. But she's not
eficial affect on voter turnout, which has sunk to a record
coming to UPS to rule the school.

By Paul Bunyon
Student Government Representative

HEADLINES IN RIEF
ew mascot Grizz eats homecoming "king" and
queen"
IS returns student fee for internet because
hey were paying for nothing
resident Thomas declares war on PLU, enlists
ootball team to do his bidding
afe plays good music, student seizes.

"Is this even legal?" asked a North-Face-clad protester. "Can Bush move a napping volcano across state
lines?" he continued.
Apparently he can. According to Politics and Gov- NO
ernment professor Nixon Baines Ballot, shipping The
Mountain south violates interstate commerce laws.
"But," added Ballot, "those are trumped by the Patriot
Act. If Bush can keep people in prison without a trial,
what's a little pile of pebbles to him?"
Ballot was asked about EPA guidelines. He laughed
very hard.
Some observers speculate that Bush chose Rainier because Washington is a notorious "blue" state. Others
think he chose it because he believes it's in Monaco.
Meanwhile, a Texas district attorney is looking into
whether former House Majority Leader Tom Delay
laundered money through a Mount Whitney political
committee — cash that will ultimately fund Rainier's
trip to the Big Easy.
4
President Bush claimed there was nothing to that investigation.
"Tom Delay is as honest as I am smart," Bush said.
"Any questions?"
Trevor Avalanche likes his Jack Daniels. Just ask him.

Dumb Laws

101: •

animals go first

By Tabitha Hornet
Legal Expertise

Vermont has some
issues with the circus. When the circus
comes to town, chaos follows. Not only
do you have to worry
about the occasional
flying elephant, the
creepy looking carnival workers or
rabid poodles, oh no,
there's something
much worse: giraffes
tied to telephone
poles.
As a result of this
danger, Vermont
passed a law making it illegal to tie
giraffes to telephone
poles. The sidewalks WWW.MCCULLAGH.ORG/DB9/
10D-1/GIRAFFE-CLOSEUP.JPG
are safe again.
Animal's rights This guy goes in front of you
are kept close to the in Disneyland lines. Don't you
heart of law makers. forget it.
In Ohio, be sure to
fill your fish tank up
with water, instead of Fat Tire, as it's illegal to get your
fish drunk. In Alaska, moose are safe from being hurtled
from a moving plane. Phew! And don't go molesting
any butterflies in Pacific Grove, California.
But Pennsylvania wins the PETA prize. State law
requires motorists who find themselves approaching a
team of horses to initially pull off the road, and proceed to cover their vehicle with a canvas or blanket that
blends in with the countryside, finally letting the horses
pass. However, if the horses seem skittish, further measures must be taken, and the motorist is required to proceed to take his car apart, piece by piece, hiding these
individual pieces in nearby bushes.
With this in mind, I might rent a team of horses and
head up to Pennsylvania, and laugh.
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Tabitha Horn has her own pet iguana, which she likes to
pet when stressed.
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ATTN: READER
Think you've got what it takes to write for the
Combat Zone? We know you can be funny, but
can you be witty too?
If so, submit an article as a word attachment
to trail@ups.edu . Each week the senior staff will
choose the best, funniest, wittiest, craziest combat
zone lovin' story to be featured in that week's issue. Who knows ... you just might see your name
in print some day.

Disclaimer: The Combat Zone is a work of satire and does not reflect the views or opinions of The Trail, its staff or the administration. In fact, the Combat Zone doesn't really represent the
opinions of anyone. Please send complaints to trail@ups.edu .
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